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INTRODUCTION 

HISTORY OF TERRACING 

CINCL COLONIAL DAYS American farmers have built various 
* YP

c
eS,t>l terraces and hillside ditches to conserve the soil on culti- 

vated helds. For centuries agriculturists of other countries have 
used terraces effectively to combat soil erosion and facilitate tillage 
practices on sloping lands     Certain types of terraces are almost ts 
0 d as agriculture itself.    More than 4,000 years ago the Incas ter- 
aced their steep hillsides, and over 2,000 years ago the present prac- 

tice of terracing nee fields in the Philippine Islands was begun by the 
natives     That   terraces are  widely  distributed   is indicated  by  the 

naced vineyards of Europe, the terraced fields of the Orient, and 
the more recent terracing of wheatfields in Australia 

In the United States hillside ditches and furrows were the fore- 
pTtf8 .1 ! Pi-esent-day terraces. During the latter part of the 
Ärtf c Ä and the te&npneoi the nineteenth century farm- 
,/t • « f?11^1 .beíían to "se ditches and furrows across the slopes 
oí their fields to intercept run-oif and retard erosion.2    This practice 
IZI      vl}\mtr0«UCed hJ   SOme  of  the   early   immigrants  from 
wiiope.    Ihe term   terrace" in connection with erosion-control meas- 
mes appears to have been used in this country as early as 1847 
fJnT1'6 *evi

1
<fHlcf1 

that e!irly American farmers introduced in some 
wrm practically all the present-day erosion-control measures.   Many 

^ £ prepared uml^K^' '^ «"P^i106 *?£ ^l «' a" members of the Engineering Section. It 
wluable SesVinn? o,h ?e eraLSUp<'rv,s.'-on,of ^- ?/ ch*™teTS, head of the section, who has contributed 
Preparation ofih ? „„n.inHnf^M^' l).artlculf ^ "an? O- Jcpson and O. E. Ryerson, assisted in the 
01 terracing nm, Ö hi r   £  B''   r,eI<1 engineers also submitted valuable information, and the earlier studies 

'United it?,,,,  ?>•   . Ra"lser an<i M- L- Nichols have been used. 
Practices ¡n V?rgfniaPan A8r'™ltur<!  Miscellaneous  Publication  256, Early Erosion-Control 

1 
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of the general principles of the procedures used were correct, but 
the effectiveness of the measures themselves was usually counteracted 
by inaccurate installation, limited use, and lack of coordination. 
Even such construction refinements as wide ridges and channels, 
variable grades, and spacing according to rate of rainfall, soil char- 
acteristics, and degree of surface slopes were recognized and advo- 
cated by some of the early builders of terraces, but hi general farmers 
were slow to adopt these improvements. Although the old-type hill- 
side ditches or terraces very frequently failed they were sufficiently 
successful to induce farmers to continue their use year after year. 

Many of the early pioneers contributed valuable improvements in 
the construction of terraces. P. H. Mangum. of Wake Forest, N. C, 
has long been given credit for a major improvement in terrace con- 
struction as early as 1885. Mr. Mangum introduced the wide-base 
terrace so that tillage operations could be conducted over the entire 
terrace. A modification of this terrace is extensively used today and 
in many areas is still called the Mangum terrace. Before the intro- 
duction of the wide-base terrace the narrow-ridge terrace had been 
used. These narrow-ridge terraces could not be cultivated and were 
allowed to grow to grasses and briars. This, together with inadequate 
control practices between ridges, gradually led to the development of 
bench terraces on many areas where they were not desirable. 

It was not until terracing received attention from the State agri- 
cultural colleges and the United States Department of Agriculture 
that systematic studies and extensive progress in terrace construction 
were made. Preliminary studies were undertaken by the Office of 
Experiment Stations of the Department of Agriculture in 1903 and 
1904. Definite investigations of the use of terraces to combat soil 
erosion were begun in 1915, when C. E. Ramser. who was then drain- 
age engineer of the Office of Experiment Stations, was sent into the 
Southeast to study the methods of terracing used, the degree of 
success attained with them, and the factors affecting their success 
or failure. The report of his findings, published in 1917, was ex- 
tensively used in later developments. M. L. Nichols, formerly with 
the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn. Ala., initiated some of 
the earlier State experimental work on terracing soon after the pub- 
lication of Ramser's first report. Nichols' work led to recommenda- 
tions for some modifications in construction procedure, particularly 
in the formation of the terrace channel. These recofnmendations are. 
given in Farmers' Bulletin 1790. The Nichols Terrace : An Improved 
Channel-Type Terrace for the Southeast. The State experiment sta- 
tions in Texas and Oklahoma also contributed considerable experi- 
mental data on the use of terraces in their respective States. 

In 1929 Congress appropriated an initial sum for the establishment 
of Federal experimental erosion farms in cooperation with the States. 
Ten such farms were established between the years 1929 and 1934 
under the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils and the Bureau of A-gri' 
cultural Engineering. In 1935. with the unification under the Son 
Conservation Service of all Department of Agriculture activities per- 
taining to soil erosion, these farms were placed under the supervision 
of that Service. They are located in regions representing wide differ- 
ences in soil, climate, and farming practices. An important phase of 
the work on these farms is the experimental study of the capacity 
of terraces, their effectiveness, design, spacing, construction, and mam- 
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REGION   I 

REGION 2 

REGION 3 

REGION 4 

REGION 5 

Conrecficut  
Delowort__.  
Moin« —„-.  
Moryiood  
Mossochuserts  
New HoiV>p8hire___ 
New Jersey  
New York  
Pennsytvomo  
Rhode Island  
Vermont  
Wast Virginia  

REGION     1    TOTAL 

Alabama  
Florida  
Georgia  
Mississippi.,  
North Corotino  
South Carolina  
Virginia  

REGION    2     TOTAL 

Indiano  
Kentucky  
Michigan LNO Terracing Reported 
Ohio 
Tennessee. 

REGION    3 

Illinois 
Iowa  
Mirmesola 
Missouri 
Wisconsi 

REGION    5 

^ 

-167.864 ACRES 

REGION 6 

REGION 7 

REGION 8 

REGION 9 

REGION 10 

REGION It 

Colorado 
Kansas 
New Meiico 
Okie homo 
Tenas 

REGION    6     TOTAL 

Konso» 
Nebraska 
Oklahoma 

REGION    7 

Ariiono  
Colorado. _ _ 
New Mexico 
Utah  

REGION 

^^^ 

s    i 

8    TOTAL 
Montana  
North Dokola  
South Dakota  
Wyoming  

REGION    9     TOTAL 
Californio  
Nevada 

.   I  i  I  I 
No Terracing Reported 

Troce 
Troce 

REGION   IQ-"TOTAL  E 

Idaho LTVoce 
Oregon. _ , 
Washington _ _ 

REGION   II    TOTAL 

No Terracing Reported 

WsVWWV-J 

äESSl 

Fiscal Year 
Fiscal Year 
Fiscal Year 

LEGEND 
1935 mam 
1936 
1937 k^WWW 

0    10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130140ISO160170 ieOISO200210¿0 

P[(,ni)r ,      . AREA     TERRACED       (Thousand Acres) 

•~Acrea8e ,erraoed by it6 titfzsrts&t*»project8 and —du'1- 
ÍpnSnanodf maíh/nty!011 ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ t0 the 

establi^L™01"6 soil-erosio»  demonstration projects have also been 
mnail/11 If^^ally every State to demonstrate proper land 
SenfivT      mif ? comPlete eros10» program to reduce soil l¿ss.   The 
xtensive use of terracing on many of these projects affords oppor- 
temL T Udy ?* ^e Pi0Per ^plication, use, and construction of 
ment ^ ri

leiTacing has been materially augmented by the assign- 
Conserlr

mG0U • ClV^}a11 Cons^vation Corps camps to the Soil 
PST T SerV1T .The acrea^e terraced annually by the Service 
i   )]ects and camps during the fiscal years 1935-37 is shown in figure 1. 
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This brief review of the development of terracing in the United 
States would not be complete without mention of the important con 
tnbution made by the Extension Service of the Department of AL? 
culture. Since 1914; State extension agricultural e.^L^s and 
county agents have devoted much time to educational work on the 
use of terracmg. Practically all of the terracing reported by the 
Extension Service (fig. 2) was done before the establdhment o^ tt 
Soil Conservation Service demonstration projects and the national 
movement to correlate all erosiou-control measures.    Much of this 

l1rtrenaence.Clng "^ ^ ^^ be effeCtÍVe beCaUSe of ^adequate 
SOIL EROSION 

Unless controlled, the undermining  action  of erosion  will  olti- 

Xll^tf^Z^T1 ^ ren(ler la,"«e areas of cultivated land m the United States valueless for agricultural use. Millions of acres 
of once fertile farm land have already been eroded beyond immediate 
repair. It has been estimated that the rate of plant-food removal 
by erosion is about 21 t.mes greater than the rate of removal by 
agricultural crops This loss by erosion does not include losses in- 
curred through silt damage to bottom lands, water reservoirs, and 
irrigation channels. ' 

In general, soil erosion may be defined as the loosening and removal 
of soil from its resting place by the action of wind or water The 
two main classes of erosion from the action of water are sheet ero- 
sion and gully erosion. Sheet erosion is the removal of surface soil 
m tairly uniform layers or sheets; gully erosion the removal of soil 
at points of excessive water concentration, where relatively deep 
d. ches are cut into the surface slopes. As a rule, gullies appear 
atter sheet erosion has occurred for some time, but they may appear 
without being preceded bv sheet erosion, and sheet erosion may oc- 
casionally  continue  indefinitely  without  the   formation  of  gullies 
1 may not be as spectacular as gully erosion, but its effects are gen- 
eially much more harmful. Figure 3 shows a field on which sheet 
erosion has taken its toll. The intermediate stage between severe 
sheet erosion ami gully erosion is shown in figure 4, and a gullied 
new in figure 6. Such gullying is a considerable obstacle to regular 
laming operations and may necessitate abandonment of the field 

terracing ,s a valuable preventive of both types of water ero- 
sion and, as a conserver of moisture, it indirectly aids in the control 
or wind erosion. Terraces form intercepting channels that break 
ong slopes into short segments and thereby provide low-velocitv 
surtace drainage which materially reduces the amount of topsoil that 
can be carried down the slope or from the field by surface run-off. 
vynen placed on the contour, terraces retain much more of the run-off 
on the held, and so conserve water. 

TERRACING IN AN EROSION-CONTROL PROGRAM 

TERRACING  AND AGRONOMIC  CONTROL MEASURES 

The basic factor that must be recognized in the application of 
Bronon-contro] measures is the proper utilization of the land.    This 

»f AsriPnitnTi1 ïw'î1?'1 byJ;.P- Lyl5' extension agricultural engineer, ü. S. Department 
2 millinn „írñ      2 t!í

eío.rí  1?35 ben<'h terraces and hillside ditches were used on about '"ion acres and the ridge-type terrace on an equal acreage. 
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FIGURE 3.—Severe sheet erosion on moderately sloping cultivated land. 

FIOUBE 4.—Sheet erosion that has developed into the fingering or shoestring stage of gully 
erosion. 
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requires a recognition of the soils and slopes upon which crop pro- 
duction can be carried on without increasing soil losses beyond per- 
miSSliÍe/Tn #

Thfî erosio»-control program would be greatly 
simplifaed if all farming operations could be restricted to relatively 
nonerodible slopes and the more erodible land returned to its natural 
vegetative cover. Under present economic conditions, however it is 
necessary to produce crops on land slopes that will require certain 
control measures if cropping is to be continued successfully 

Terracing, supported by necessary cropping practices, is primarily 
applicable on sloping lands that must be used for crops and on which 
less expensive conservation measures will not provide adequate ero- 
sion control Too often terracing is represented as an alternative to 
a permanent vegetative cover of grasses or trees. This misconception 
of use has caused much confusion and misunderstanding in the gen- 

^ 5^^o^%n^n^yS^^^,Ä^/¡Äil^ii1^- — 
eraHy accepted application of these control measures. Terracing 
süould not be considered for land that can be placed or retained 
under permanent vegetative cover, except possibly where terraces may 
ne required tor moisture conservation or diversion of water for gully 
control or as an aid in establishing a satisfactory cover of permanent 
vegetation. Neither can terracing be economically justified on landg 
niat can be adequately protected by proper tillage and agronomic 
measures such as contour tillage, crop rotations, and strip cropping. 
mese measures alone may provide sufficient protection where rela- 
iveiy low rainfall intensities and high soil infiltration rates are en- 

countered, where erosion-resistant soils or relatively flat slopes pre- 
vail, and where profitable rotations can be introduced that will 
piovide an erosion-resistant cover during a large part of the rotation 
tycle, particularly during the rainy seasons. But where erodible 
wl, i   sIoPes' and ^gh rainfall intensities are encountered and 
wnere a large percentage of erosion-permitting crops must be used 

47780° 
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in the rotation to provide a profitable farm income, the applicable 
agronomic control measures may give only partial control and must 
then be reinforced with terracing before adequate protection from 
erosion can be assured. 

Terraces should always be supplemented with the best possible 
cropping practices because terraces in themselves do not improve soil 
fertility but serve primarily as a basis for soil improvement and other 
conservation practices. The use of proper rotations and contour strip 
cropping and cultivation in conjunction with terracing provides one 
of the most effective erosion-control combinations now known for 
cultivated fields. There should be no competitive issues raised in 
applying agronomic and mechanical control measures. Each has its 
purpose in a properly coordinated erosion-control program. It is 
just as serious a mistake to establish only agronomic control measures 

FIGURE 6.—When terraoea are properly constructed and supplemented with suitable tillage 
practices good farm crops can be produced without excessive soil loss. 

where they will not provide adequate control as it is to use terraces 
without support of the necessary soil-improvement and cropping prac- 
tices. The knowledge of both agronomist and engineer is required in 
determining the limitations of agronomic control measures and the 
conditions in each area under which it is necessary to supplement 
them with terracing. 

When properly applied, constructed, and maintained, terraces are 
valuable conservers of soil on practically all soil types. They reduce 
the annual run-oif losses on certain soil types and. materially reduce 
the rate of run-off from small cultivated fields. Combined with 
other beneficial and allied practices such as rotations within the 
field, strip cropping, and contour cultivation, terraces save fertile 
topsoil and retain costly seed and applications of lime and fertilizer. 
The fact that terraces help to conserve soil justifies the expectation 
that terraced fields will produce better crop yields over a period of 
years than unterraced fields, which may deteriorate rapidly in crop- 
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producing value because of erosion losses. Since thousands of fann- 
ers contnme to terrace additjonal fields year after year the adva - 
tages of terracing must far outweigh the recognize«! disadvanta,^ 
Terraces are somewhat costly to build and require some maintenance 
rheir use may require abrupt changes in traditional farming prac-' 
tos and entad slightly holier tillage costs. Terracing on thîi^soiîs 
may expose subsoil in the terrace channels. Damage may also resùh 
from the diversion and concentration of run-oif at uncontrolled points 
unless precaution ^exercised. These disadvantages, howeve?, are 
not especially difhcult to overcome if the landowner is really coii^ 
cerned about conservation. Terracing is an erosion-control mUure 
thathas been extensively tested and has been found to be acceptable 
under actual farm conditions wherever it has been necessary and i s 
application in accord with proper land use (fig. 6). 

TERRAdNG  EXPERIMENTS  AT   THE   SOIL   AND   WATER   CONSERVATION 
EXPERIMENT  STATIONS =.*,KVAlION 

fp™rrÍT 0f. the aTUnt of S0il lnoved hy erosio" fl'0"i similar terraced and unterraced areas on the soil and water conservation 
experiment stations of the Soil Conservation Service serves a valuable 
purpose in indicating the effectiveness of control by terracing under 
vanous soil and climatic conditions. It should be recognized, how- 
ever, that under the experimental technique that has been used at the 
Ü V^J*1 nle tyr? meas»rei"e"^ are not precisely com 
parable. It is difficult to select even adjacent areas that are exactly 
the same in all respects, and, further, certain field variables that 
cannot be definitely evaluated have developed since the originll èx- 
penments were established. Before final conclusions can be devel- 
oped it will be necessary to make some adjustments in the experi- 
mental procedure, to secure data that cover a longer period of time 

nî-ln f *      F* ^"^ of Soil ^ clilnatic conditions, crops, and cropping practices. '       f ■>      ^ 
The run-off measurements given in figure 7 indicate surface run- 

ofl and the soil-loss measurements from the terraced areas measure 
~7% "VV""00 at.t1

he
1

e"d of the terrace channel and do not 
account for soil lost as silt deposited in the terrace channels and 
^•adually worked over the ridge during maintenance operations It 
is thought, hoAveyer, that the soil loss from this movement can be 
¿eld to a negligible quantity on terraced slopes if proper tillage, 
cropping, and maintenance practices are followed, particularlv if the 
furrows are thrown up the slope by the use of a two-way plow for 
IJT f P[0^inf operations. Some of the unterraced experi- 
mental watersheds had completely or partly protected waterways. 
vnere a part of the eroded soil from the field may have been retained 

and consequently failed to reach the measuring equipment. On 
owiers the gullying produced by unprotected or inadequately pro- 
tected waterways probaWy contributed to the higher soil-loss meas- 
urements secured from these areas. 
™t IMnalySÍ-? of the experimental information now available indi- 
WfiT sollJoss on the small, terraced areas has invariably been 
tvn L?n the «"terraced areas, except on the more pervious soil 
ypes. ihe greatest difference usually resulted when rains of high 
tensities occurred during critical crop periods. The experiments 
Qicate that terraces have been more valuable as conservers of soil 
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than of rainfall. The rate of run-off from the terraced areas has 
usually been less than that from the unterraced areas, but the total 
annual run-oif from the terraced areas has not been consistently less 
than that from the unterraced. It is believed that a more appreci- 
able and consistent reduction in both the amount and rate of run-off 
will be secured where level terraces can be used—and practically all 
of the rainfall can be retained where level terraces with closed ends 
are applicable. 

Morsholl Silt Loom 

32 33 
2663 

ClOfinOQ.  IOWO 

l«3-35 1~ 

Marshal   Silt Loam 

Slop*. So.1 typ«. Cov«r. and Rotation apprai 

Run-off (Perçant of Rainfall) Soil Loss in Run-off (Tons per Acre) 

FIGURE 7.—Run-off and soil loss in run-off from field plots on six of the soil and water 
conservation experiment stations. The terraces were mppoi'ted by crop rotations and 
contour tillage, which were also used on the unterraced areas. Except at the Bethany 
and Clarinda stations the waterways in the unterraced areas where inadequately pro- 
tected. The hisher soil losses reported for the terraced areas at Guthrie during 1931-." 
resulted from Inadequate outlet protection. 

The disturbance of the soil during terrace construction may 
temporarily reduce crop yields where the topsoil is comparatively 
shallow, but usually this loss will be compensated for within a 
few years after construction. With proper cropping and soil- 
improvement practices the yields on the terraced areas can invariably 
be increased until they are back to or above normal, whereas the 
yields on the unprotected area will usually continue to decline as 
additional fertility and topsoil is washed away year after year. 
Observations also indicate that terraces pay the greatest propor- 
tional returns when used as conservers of soil soon after it is first 
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put into cultivation and the lowest returns when used in an aftenrnt 

ÄÄi '""<,s "'re"di stripM "f -^ -»^ -J "ï 
HYDRAULICS OF TERRACE DESIGN 

suriaíS/oTw&cï vvin^11 rate, ÍS HkeJy  t0 induce considerable surtace run-off. which will accumulate m depressions and flow down 
he slopes.   When run-off attains a velocity of about 2 to 3 or more 
eet per second H is usuallv capable of loosening and transió íw 
opsod  from unprotected  ¿elds.    Velocities of e%en  less   hin  S 
frequently cause erosion on some of the finer clays and sands    11 
the top of a slope the quantity of run-otf is usually small and the 
movement, slow-without power to do much damage     But as    he 
water flows down the slope its volume and velocity Increase   and h 
gams increasing momentum and power to tear away soi   ^róeles 

Terracing is essentially a planned surface-drainage system for cul 
ZÏ   feds/hat Caimot ^ adequately protected b^y othei measuis 

alone.   The terraces must intercept the surface run-off befoiTt at 
tains sufficient velocity to erode the soil to any extent.    They must 
carry the surplus rainfall from the field at nonerosive VelochfesTd 
dehver it to stabilised waterways.    This is accomplished by pkdl 
a series of terraces across the slope, the first one Ling located neaf 
enough to the drainage divide to intercept all the run-off from the 
contributing area above before it attains excessive erosive powei or a 
volume that will exceed the capacity of the terrace channel     Each 
succeeding terrace down the sl^pe i located in a s mi ar ma^neî 
The surface slope and the rate and velocity of run-off are therefore 
the first factors to be considered in the design of a terrace system 

SURFACE  SLOPE 

On long, steep slopes the velocity and erosive power of run-off are 
greater than on short gentle slopes. Terraces aie, in effect " meaiis 
of decreasing erosion by making slopes shorter.   If they are to seíve 

úZrTZmOSl feCtÍVely¿ SpaCÍng 0f the terr*c« must vary on 
SL 1 fwtdtgr-eS of ^P»^, for the steeper the slope the 
shorter must be the horizontal distance between terraces. In desien- 
ng a system of terraces, therefore, it is valuable to know how  S 

d~CrTiln V-elOClty and^rOS]Ve Power can be exPected as the 
degree of slope increases.    The full significance of slope in terrace 
esign iS not appre iated      til its effect^on the the

OP
v
e

el^it
te ra

a
n

C| 
the erosive power of run-off is realized. y, 

Jo7\t^ffP lf the ^^f ï field.is such as to P™^ a run-off 
be nS f     í-et Per SeCOnd' theoretically that slope would have to 
VevSlJrr4T'tî%g?&t t0 PT0^T a run-off velocity of 4 feet 
SrtP^ » -, at Í feet PeT SeCOnd the P0^^1, of the water to erode 
or tear away soil is four times greater than it is at 2 feet per second. 

inïrP«fryiAnf/^paClty 0f ^í61- has an even grater proportionate 
timl ^' .- eet !?er Second the run-off water can carry almost 32 
umes the quantity of material of given size than it is capable of car- 
ymg at 2 feet per second.    If the slope is increased sufficiently to 

m««    JM
6
-
7

 
of 8 feet Per second the erosive power would be 

'"creased 16 times and the transporting power 1,024 times 
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Velocity increases not only with the steepness of slope, but with 
the length of slope. The speed with which water flows downhill is 
not constant, but increases at a certain rate until it reaches the 
maximum velocity possible under the conditions on a particular field. 
The amount of run-off also increases as water travels down the slope 
owing to the increase in the contributing drainage area. This accu- 
mulation of water increases the velocity even more because as the 
volume of run-off increases, the water tends gradually to concentrate 
in deep, narrow channels and so moves at a higher rate than it would 
if evenly spread over the surface of the field. Run-off that starts 
from the top of a slope with an initial velocity of zero will therefore 
usually attain a higher velocity and a much greater erosive power at 
a point 100 feet down the slope than it had at a distance of 50 feet 
down the slope. 

These facts make it plain that much soil will be lost on steep un- 
protected slopes unless the flow of water down these slopes is checked. 
Usually the degree of slope cannot be changed without extensive soil 
movement and disturbance. The velocity and the consequent erosive 
power of the run-off, which increases with both steepness and length 
of slope, can be checked by decreasing the length of slope. A series 
of terraces across a slope does just this, for the length of slope on a 
terraced field is only as great as the distance from terrace to terrace. 
The steeper the slope, the shorter must be the interval between ter- 
races. Terraces must be spaced so as to intercept the run-off from 
the area above each terrace before its erosive power has become great 
enough to carry away the soil and its volume great enough to exceed 
the amount of run-off that the channel can carry. Where mechanical 
protection is necessary on slopes too steep for practical protection 
by reducing the length of slope the bench-type terrace is used so the 
surface slope can be reduced as well as the length of slope. 

RATE OF RUN-OFF 

In computing the required channel capacities, the rate at which 
run-off will be discharged from the contributing watershed is more 
significant than the total amount discharged from any particular rain, 
unless it is planned to store or retain all of the excess rainfall on the 
watershed. The rate of run-off from a drainage area is influenced by 
rainfall characteristics and watershed characteristics. The rainfall 
characteristics are intensity, duration, and frequency. The watershed 
characteristics that influence the rate of run-off are configuration, 
size and shape of the drainage area, degree and length of slopes, soil 
type, physical condition, and vegetal cover. The relative influence 
of these characteristics of rainfall and watersheds is discussed 
elsewhere in this bulletin. 

Average rates of run-off cannot be used as a safe basis for com- 
puting required channel capacities because the terrace would over- 
top and fail during each storm that produced run-off rates higher 
than the average. The maximum run-off rates for which the terrace 
spacing and channel capacity must be designed are likely to occur 
when rains of high intensities fall on saturated or frozen soil and 
during periods when fields may be devoid of vegetation.   Charts are 
fiven  in United  States Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous 

'ublication 204, Rainfall Intensity-Frequency Data, from which can 
be determined the maximum rates of rainfall  that are likely to 
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occur in different localities during periods of 2, 5. 10, 25 and 100 
years. Ordinarily a terrace is designed to take care of run-off 
rom rains of the maxmuim intensity that is likely to occur durin.r a 

5- to 10-year period. Designing for run-off from rains of the maxi- 
mum intensity likely to occur during a shorter period would result in 
frequent overtopping and consequent heavy repair costs, and deshni- 
mg for run-off from rams of an intensity that is not likely to occur 
more frequently than once in 15 or 25 years would involve excessive 
construction costs. It is conceded that during parts of the velr 
when rates of run-off from fields are below average the full capacha 
of terraces designed for storm frequencies of 5 to 10 years wil^prob 
ably not be utilized However, terraces that cannot carry the h g ler 
rates of run-off that frequently occur will fail at the verí time when 
they are most needed to retard soil loss (fig. 8). 

eominÄ^ u- C,lll?ÍC f^et per Second of any water channel is 
Kmiï/rf^W the ci-oss:sectionaI area in square feet by 
tfte computed channel velocity in feet per second For example a 
^1 with a depth of 2 4t, a widlh of 6 feet, a"d a vXcity 

imñ Tr /f Se?0-nd ii'111 •Carry ^ x 6 x 11/2 = 18 cubic feet per 
co Sr-i   det,erîmni?« the size of channel to construct it is usually 
emll Tí P1-8^1^ to make it slightly larger than the computed 

dXnlH      I becaiIf6.of the uncertainty of run-off values and the 
dy u "^»^""ng exact field construction specifications 

wirough all periods of the year. 

VELOCITIES IN TERRACE CHANNELS 

traS1™? ehaimels of amP^ capacity must be constructed so as to 
apport water at nonerosive velocities; otherwise much soil may 

e earned froni the channel with the run-off and serious gullying 
ay develop.    Ihe velocity in a terrace channel increases not only 
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as the slope of the channel increases, but as the average water depth 
(approximately the hydraulic radius) increases and as the surface 
resistance (coefficient of roughness) decreases. 

Under field conditions the roughness of the channel surface is 
established by soil, tillage, and crop conditions and cannot be varied 
for the purpose of controlling velocity. The velocity, therefore, can 
be controlled by adjusting only the degree of slope and the average 
depth of water in the channel. ». 

The maximum channel gradient that can be satisfactorily used 
must be less than the minimum slope that produces sufficient channel 
scouring to injure the terrace. The average depth of now can be 
adjusted and the capacity maintained by changing the shape of the 
cross section of the channel. If other factors remain constant, a 
narrow, deep channel will produce a higher velocity with greater 
erosive power than a wide, shallow channel because the average 
depth of flow is less in the shallow channel. A channel cross section 
that is wide in proportion to its depth not onlv retards velocities 
but also facilitates tillage operations over terraced fields. 

From the standpoint of construction, a channel of uniform cross 
section is desirable. In order that such a channel may take care of 
the increasing amounts of water being intercepted, the gradient 
is increased along successive increments of the channel. A variable 
channel gradient also gives more desirable flow characteristics be- 
cause the flatter grade in the upper reaches of the terrace tends to 
retard channel flow and so reduces the tendency for water to pile up 
in the lower portion of the channel. The final gradient will be lim- 
ited by the maximum permissible velocities above which scouring 
will result. Thus, by proportioning the channel area, shape, and 
slope, the necessary cnannel velocity and capacity can be secured. 

The recommended terrace specifications given under "Planning the 
Terrace System" have been developed from experimental and ex- 
ploratory data collected under attual field conditions. They will 
ordinarily be found to suffice if applied under conditions for which 
they are recommended. For the man inexperienced in engineering 
they form a safe basis for terrace design and can generally be used 
without further computation. The exceptional conditions for which 
these specifications are not entirely adequate may require the com- 
putation of run-off from agricultural areas and the determination of 
theoretical channel velocities and capacities. Where problems of 
this type are encountered a competent engineer should be consulted. 

TYPES  OF TERRACES 

Owing to the evolution through which terracing has passed, a wide 
variety of terrace types has been advocated, and considerable care 
must be exercised in their selection, construction, and use. Terraces 
will prove detrimental rather than beneficial if improperly applied, 
planned, or constructed. Years of experimentation and extensive 
field observation by interested agricultural agencies have revealed 
valuable information relative to the different types of terraces and 
their application to existing conditions. 

At the present time there does not seem to be any universally ac- 
cepted classification of terrace types. The ultimate objective of all 
terraces is soil conservation. This objective is achieved by terraces 
that provide proper surface drainage or that increase rainfall absorp- 
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tion in the control of wind erosion. It seems logical therefore to 
make a functional classification of terraces: (1) The drainage type 
and (2) the absorptive type. e     .ri«> 

When the construction characteristics alone are considered a corre- 
sponding classification would be (1) the channel type and (2) the 
ridge type Classification according to construction should include 
also j third type, the bencli terrace, which is used on the steeper 

In some sections of the country both drainage and absorption are 
important objectives in terracing, but there are large sections where 
drainage is of primary importance and other areas where absorption 
is the principal requirement. p 

In regions of moderate rainfall and favorable soil conditions inter- 
mediate terrace requirements will be encountered, and a dual-purpose 
terrace incorporating the desired features of both the drainage and 

Original Ground  Lint 4-P«rc«nf S\OD*^^^^ 

J. 
The Absorptive -Type Terrece 

(Constructed From Both Sides) 

The Droinage-Type Terrece 
(Constructed From Upper Side) 

The Absorptive-Type Terrace 
-The Orainoge-Type Terrace 
-Original Grownd Line 

FiGüBB 9.—Terrace erons sections after settlement and cultivation. 

absorptive types can be used. Cross-sectional dimensions of all 
terrace types will differ throughout the country according to the soil 
type, terram, rainfall characteristics, and type of maclnnery to be 
worked over them, but the fact that these dimensional adjustments 
must be made to meet local conditions does not invalidate the classifi- 
cation 01 all terraces according to function. 

In figure 9, which shows the cross-sectional differences between the 
drainage-type and the absorptive-type terrace, both types are shown 
singly to assist in visualizing the ultimate cross sections desired for 
eacfi, and one is superimposed on the other to bring out more clearly 
me variation between the two terraces. 

DRAINAGE TYPE 

The drainage-type terrace,4 as the name implies, acts primarily as a 
aramage channel to conduct excess rainfall from the fields at non- 

terraces are combined in the rt.nimost desirable features of both the Nichols and MaiiKimi 
Wng theacSoen1tfn.He/raC

f
e,l  MiDgum's Principal  contribution  has been  the idea of modi- 

oted the nHÎS      ? S* t?1,1-?068 Io «'«y could be farmed over, and Nichols has contrib- 
ution by'oAuctîL^om^hTnpperlldT6 <lrainage channe, and iraProvlne the cro8s 

47730°—38 3 
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-*—rtífe .   ..            
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 i  

f.                                                                '                    *    . * 

■ 

FICIKK   10.- -The drainage-type terrace in the Piedmont area.     It is important that a wide 
channel with ample capacity be provided. 

erosive velocities. Since low-velocity surface drainage is required, 
the channel and not the ridge is of primary importance. A wide, 
relatively shallow channel of low gradient that has gentle side slopes 
and ample water capacity will give the most desirable results (fig. 
10). The excavated earth is used to bring the lower side of the chan- 
nel to a height sufficient to provide necessary capacity.   A high ridge 

■'Mii'KK 11.-—This drainu^e-type terrace has been blended into the surface slopes and the 
clmnnel capacity maintained by proper plowing. The terrace will offer a minimum oi 
Inconvenience to tillage operations. 
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is not desirable since it seriously interferes with tillage operations in- 
creases construction costs, and frequently requires for its formation a 
arge part of the topsoil scraped from the field.    In the drainage-type 

terrace the ridge should be considered as supplemental to the channel 
and should blend gradually into the surface slopes to aiford a mini- 
mum of interference with machinery operations (fig H) 

In general   the drainage-type terrace is applicable to soil  types 
Ï Ma^ir A^r^/ {^pervious and to conditions in the Southeast, 

the Middle Atlantic States the Tennessee and Ohio Valleys, and those 
parts of the M.ssissippi Valley where there is a reasonably good 
distribution of rainfall throughout the growing season. In these 
States the amounts and rates of rainfall are relatively hiffh and since 
the retention of all the rainfall would be difficult a^d famaglng fo 
growing crops, the surplus rainfall must be removed through surface 
drainage. 8 

ll
Sü!SE,3T'11'B  absorptive-type  terrace  Is  used  in  the  Oreat   Plai       for crosi ntrol 
K ZT^/ «'"»ovation.     It   i«  important  that   the riTge be hicli enouuh  to s. reíd 
of til^eCXi"";.0nT0Ver a Wlde area and Wide enou«h to^allow sft'isfäct^ry operation 

ABSORPTIVE TYPE 

Erosion control by the absorptive-type terrace is accomplished in- 
airectJy by water conservation. In order to increase absorption the 
œrrace is constructed so as to flood collected run-off over as wide an 
area as possible.    If this is to be done most effectively the surface 

opes on which the terraces are built should be fairly flat, the ridge 
nould be of sufficient height to pond water over a relatively large 

s-urtace, and the earth required for the ridge so excavated as to avoid 
concentration of run-off on a small area (fig. 12). 

Ihe degree to which these conditions can be attained is limited by 
wie construction methods that are necessarv and the land slopes en- 
countered. In this type of terrace the ridge is of greater importance 
wan the excavated channel, which is more or less incidental to the 
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construction of the ridge. When maximum absorption is desired the 
terraces must be designed for ample storage capacity and placed on 
level grades with closed ends. As a factor of safety the ends are often 
left open so that excess rainfall can escape before the terrace over- 
tops. In some areas the ends of the terraces are partly blocked de- 
pending on the necessity of safety outlets for excessive rainfalls not 
included in the design frequency. If the impounded water from level 
terraces would result in excessive crop damage, a slight channel grade, 
particularly near the outlet, may be necessary. 

The absorptive-type terraces are adaptable to areas of low precipi- 
tation and to soil types that will absorb the accumulated run-off fast 
enough to prevent damage to growing crops. These areas are largely 
confined to absorptive soils and gentle slopes in the drought and wind- 
erosion areas of the central Great Plains. The absorptive-type ter- 
race may also be used with considerable success on certain restricted 
areas of sandy soils and gentle slopes where the rainfall is heavier 

I'niHRK  t3.—ConseivtnK moistuie by terracing.    These tenaces are on too steep a dope 
for most effective distribution of the moisture. 

such as the sandy coastal plains of the Southeast. Thorough exam- 
ination of the soil absorption and rainfall rates should always be 
made before this type of terrace is used. The absorptive-type ter- 
race, on a Texas field, is shown in figure 13. 

BENCH TYPE 

Terracing as now practiced in many foreign countries consists of 
building relatively steep land into a series of level or nearly level 
strips running across the slope. The strips are separated by 'almost 
vertical risers, which are retained by rock or a heavy growth of vege- 
tation. This type of terrace is known as the bench terrace and 
exemplifies the original meaning of the word "terrace." It is one 
of the oldest mechanical methods of erosion control, having been used 
for many centuries in thickly populated countries where economic 
conditions necessitated the cultivation of steep slopes. The use of the 
bench terrace on steep slopes not only retareis erosion losses but also 
facilitates croppjjig operations on these slopes. 

Population density and scarcity of flat lands do not as yet demand 
extensive cultivation of excessively steep slopes in the United States. 
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Some cultivation of field crops on steep, bench-terraced slopes has 
teen practiced in sections of the Southeast for several generations 
(fag. 14), and the continuation of this practice may be necessary in 
hilly or mountainous sections. In the highly productive citrus and 
avocado districts of southern California bench terraces have been used 
to a considerable extent on steep valley side slopes. In other States 
there are scattered examples of their use in connection with truck 
farming or vineyard and orchard cultivation. Wherever the absence 
of adequate flat lands or the special adaptability of particular slopes 
to high-income crops necessitates the cultivation of steep slopes the 
bench terrace will probably continue to be used in the United States 

Fllü,!S„14^"I5ench teri'?":H o," a 20-percent slope in the South.     These benches hav.« been 
^Äh^n-to^r« tó?, SCä^ä 

in «X^S^äSS'SSS 

Owing to its limited use the most desirable design and construction 
practices have not as yet been thoroughly investigated in this country, 
so tliis discussion of the bench terrace will of necessity be limited to 
a brief review of past practices and recommendations based thereon, 

the ordinary method of developing the bench terrace in the South- 
ern btates was to construct a series of small ridges usually at inter- 
vals and grades selected according to the judgment of the surveyor. 
öome of the specifications used compare favorably with our regular 
terrace recommendations, whereas others vary from them matenally. 
i ne ridges were not cultivated and were allowed to grow to briars, 
weeds, or grasses. They were also frequently used as a place to pile 
lock and roots collected from the fields. Contour cultivation was 
practiced on the interval between ridges. The upper side of the 
uiterval between ridges was lowered by erosion, and the soil retained 
»y tiie ridges raised the lower side.    In addition to this leveling of 
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the interval by erosion, the process was intentionally hastened by 
turning plow furrows downhill whenever possible during the regu- 
lar cultivation operations. Several years of alternate soil transpor- 
tation and deposition down the slope were usually sufficient to form 
a series of fairly level strips with steep, protected risers between. 
On some terraces the surface run-off was allowed to flow over the 
terraces, whereas on others an attempt was made to maintain a ridge 
on the crest of the riser or a water furrow just above it so that 
run-off could be diverted from the field and discharged at the end of 
each terrace. 

In California a bench terrace, sometimes referred to as the Red- 
dick-type terrace because of H. E. Reddick's efforts in adapting it 
to southern California orchards, is produced in much the same man- 
ner, except that irrigation grades and practices are used as a basis 
for laying out the system. The tree rows are laid out on irrigation 
grade lines (which vary with soil type and surface slope), and two 
or three furrows are thrown up along the tree rows before the trees 
are planted. This provides a ridge in which to plant the trees and 
a furrow for irrigating the trees during planting. Subsequent culti- 
vation is restricted to one direction, the direction of irrigation, and 
a narrow belt of natural vegetation remains in the rows between trees. 
It has been found that if no cross cultivation is permitted a distinct 
bench-terrace system will develop in about 10 years. The original 
spacing of tree rows is arranged so that when the bench terraces 
have developed there will be sufficient room for cultivation and irri- 
gation between the tree rows. 

Figure 15 shows a soil profile through a bench terrace after many 
years of formation and use. A study of this profile not only shows 
what happens to the soil during the leveling process, but also reveals 
some of the important soil aspects that must be considered in devel- 
oping satisfactory specifications for bench terracing. Bench ter- 
racing should be discouraged on soil strata subject to sliding. The 
depth of topsoil, the character and permeability of the subsoil, and 
the depth to the parent material are features that should be consid- 
ered in arriving at the most satisfactory spacing specifications. If 
the spacing is too wide with respect to the depth of topsoil, and if 
the subsoil cannot be successfully cropped, too much unproductive 
soil will eventually be exposed over the surface and render the entire 
field useless for crops. 

Spacing specifications also vary with surface slopes, type of equip- 
ment, and the tillage practices to be used on the land. The comple- 
tion of bench terraces during the initial construction operations does 
not seem practical, except possibly under special conditions, because 
of the extensive moving of earth involved. Where this has been 
attempted in the past it has resulted in high construction costs and 
often has led to unfavorable cropping conditions owing to the abrupt 
disturbance and distribution of the soil. 

Before the use of bench terraces in any area is considered, a 
thorough study should be made to determine whether there is justi- 
fication for cropping the steep slopes that require this type of pro- 
tection. If suitable lands with flatter slopes are available or if a 
profitable return cannot be expected, cropping of the steeper slopes 
by the use of bench terraces should be discouraged.   The construction 
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of bench terraces on flatter slopes that are suitable for the absorptive- 
or drainage-type terrace should also be discouraged. 

PLANNING THE  TERRACE  SYSTEM 

GENERAL  CONSIDERATIONS 

Certain fundamental engineering principles are involved in de- 
signing and constructing terraces, but a high degree of theoretical 
training is not so important as the faculty of good judgment, com- 
bined with an agricultural background and a general understanding 
of the various pnases and measures of erosion control. It will usu- 
ally be advisable for farmers who have not had training in the use 
of surveying equipment and in the planning of a terracing system to 
have the surveying and planning done by an agricultural engineer or 
someone who has liad the necessary training and experience. 

The first step in planning a terrace system is to make a thorough 
physical inspection of the area under consideration and. for the 
larger projects, to prepare a sketch map on which are located all 
the topographical features such as drains, ridges, slopes, hills, gullies, 
field and property lines, roads, buildings, and fences, and any other 
features that may influence the design of the system. A reconnais- 
sance of adjacent areas should also be made, and the type of vegetation 
and amount of drainage on both the area to be terraced and adjacent 
contributing areas should be determined. The location and size of 
culverts, gullies, and drains below the watershed should be included 
in the survey. 

If a sketch map is used it need be only reasonably accurate and 
may vary all the way from a map prepared from information secured 
by a physical inspection, a hand level, and pacing to a complete 
topographic map compiled from a transit survey of the area. 

The need for a field map will depend upon the experience of the 
fieldman, the size of the project, and the nature of the topographical 
features encountered. Engineers or terrace specialists with sumcient 
field experience may often dispense with the actual preparation of 
the field map to advantage if the topographical features encountered 
do not make terracing difficult. The preparation of a map, especially 
of areas difficult to terrace, will usually be of material value to 
younger men who lack experience. 

Insufficiently considered and hastily prepared plans usually result 
in unsatisfactory lay-outs. The importance of determining the most 
satisfactory preliminary plans lies in the fact that terraces once 
constructed become permanent, if properly maintained, and reloca- 
tion is costly and difficult. 

From a study of field notes and observations and a consideration 
of the soil types, precipitation, and type of farming in the area a 
satisfactory terracing plan can ordinarily be developed for an area, 
provided certain basic principles are followed. In the preliminary 
planning, all necessary terracing for the entire farm should be con- 
sidered m order that terracing on any part of the farm may be fitted 
into the complete terrace system without difficulty or unnecessary 
expense. The possibility of rearrangement of fields, fences, and roads 
to conform to good land-utilization and farm-management policies 
should be kept in mind. Terracing is usually planned according to 
drainage units, that is, areas that can be satisfactorily handled through 
one outlet or system of outlets.   Such factors as ridges, drains, roads, 
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large gullies abrupt changes in slopes, property or field lines and 
terrace lengths are some of the maín determinants of bou darv w 
diy^ion lines between terracing units. Adjacent farms may often Lve 
fields in the same drainage unit, in which case a joint teírac ng syl 
tem may be used to advantage for both fields provided a satSactmv 
agreement can be made between the two landowners for joint con 
struction and maintenance of the terraces and outlets 

The location of the most desirable terrace outlet and determination 
of the necessary measures of control are the first items to be côS 
ered in making the prehminarv field plans. After the outlets are 
located, the terracmg system sfiould be developed around thenin 

E aadvaaiLaLt0 Th T *? %* «T^P^ aild ^ use the outTets o best advantage. The simplest and most economical type of outlet is 
usually secured where terraces can be discharged directly onto velí 
established sod or other natural cover that will provide siVJ^t nro 
tection against the run-off from the terraces. Äution must be exer-" 
cised in selecting a natural outlet, and it must be carefully watched 
for evidences of failure. Many terrace systems have failed iiSt be 
cause too much dependence was placed on a natural outlet tChad 
t ^ î1-?- \Cover

4Pf ë™*^, shrubs, or forest litter to wíhstand 
the added discharge from the terraces. The ideal natural out et con- 
sists of a dense growth of permanent sod that is pro ectod ¿on 
grazing or other damage. On relatively flat slopes pcinianent woods 
m which there is a good undergrowth and forest litter and n wS 
controlled grazing is practiced also make a very good outíetlf 
satisfactory natural outlets are not possible, it will be necessary to 

niílÍ ^ nf esfîry to PW1"6, sPecial outlets, vegetated outlets are 
It k ZftF, " r t'l Pi;OVi!ded S*7 can be Äff^orily established. 
ÍL¿ ontw rf ei0 ïaVe the necef^y vegetation established in 
these outlets before the terrace run-off is discharged into the chan- 
nel, ihiS can be accomplished by immediate sodding of the outlet 
hannel by seeding and the use of temporary outlets, or by the estab- 
SS 04rgetatl0? /" tíe (?utlets before the terrais are con- 
structed. Where special protection m the form of mulching is pro- 
vided, a good vegetative cover can sometimes be secured by seeding 
without temporarily diverting the run-off. The mulch, which serves 
both as a protection against flowing water and as a conserver of 
moisture, is usually held m place by mechanical means until vegeta- 

on becomes established. The establishment of vegetation, particu- 
larty grasses and legumes, by seeding in prepared terrace outlets is 
worth considerable effort since seeding is more economical than sod- 
amg. bpecial channel cross sections, seedbed preparation, fertiliza- 

Stated ouetletmiXtUreS ^ USUally necessary to assure satisfactory 

Where it is necessary to use a combination of vegetative and me- 
cnamcal protection in the outlet, the vegetation is ordinarily used in 
l(™,UPPeI ^rr 0

1,the channel and Permanent check dams in the 
lower part Usually the most economical of mechanically protected 
outlet ditches, in relation to the area drained is one that has terraces 
oi maximum permissible length discharging into it from both sides- 
provided the cost of construction and maintenance has been reduced 

* ms™"™'    A11 Prepared outlet channels should be as straight 
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as it is practical to make them. It is desirable, wherever convenient, 
to have terraces on opposite sides of the outlet discharging into the" 
outlet directly opposite each other. 

Prepared terrace outlets should be located where they can be con- 
structed and maintained most economically and will function satis- 
factorily. It is preferable that they be on' the gentler slopes and on 
field or property lines where they will interfere least with tillage 
practices. Large or crooked gullies should seldom be used for 
terrace-outlet ditches because it is difficult and expensive to protect 
and maintain them. It is usually advisable to divert run-oiï away 
from such locations. Diverting run-off from gully heads by means 
of terraces often provides the most economical gully control. As a 
general rule the use of road ditches as terrace outlet's has not proved 
satisfactory except where the outlets can be economically installed 
and where a cooperative agreement for their construction and 
maintenance can be worked out between the landowner and the 
highway officials. 

When the field to be terraced receives any appreciable amount of 
run-off from an adjacent area it will be necessary to divert this run- 
off from the terrace system bv some form of diversion or intercep- 
tion ditch. If this is not done the added run-off will probably 
cause overtopping of the first terrace it encounters, which will ulti- 
mately lead to failure of each succeeding terrace down the slope. 
The diversion ditch must have ample capacity and nonerosive grades 
and must be protected from silting by erosion-control measures on 
the contributing drainage area. 

In making estimates of rates of run-off for the purpose of deter- 
mining size of ditches, outlets, or weir openings in control struc- 
tures some standard procedure applicable to the area under consid- 
eration should be followed. The run-off curves and tables prepared 
by C. E. Ramser for small agricultural areas are as accurate as any 
available at the present time for the eastern United States. Ramser's 
reduction ratios of 0.60 for 1 acre, 0.70 for 10 acres. 0.75 for 30 acres, 
and 0.90 for 100 acres can be applied for rates of run-off from graded: 

terrace areas, and an additional reduction of about 25 percent can 
be made in estimating run-off rates from level-terrace areas. It is 
generally agreed that no reduction in run-off rate should be made 
for terraced areas larger than 100 acres. 

In the field plan of a terrace system shown in figure 16 more diffi- 
culties than are ordinarily encountered in any one field are included 
in order to illustrate methods commonly used to overcome them. Note 
that a diversion ditch has been utilized to intercept run-off from an 
unterraced area above the field. This ditch is necessary to protect 
the terraces. Since no adequate natural waterway is available to 
carry run-off from the terraces to the stabilized ' stream below, a 
vegetated outlet ditch is used. Natural waterways should be utilized 
if available and satisfactory. 

TERRACING AND SOIL TYPES 

Both terrace design and construction may be influenced to a 
considerable extent by the characteristics of the different soil types 
and even by variations within a single type. For example, the 
erodibility or permeability of a particular soil may modify the se- 
lection of the terrace spacing, grade, and cross-sectional dimensions, 
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and the soil structure and its physical condition will have a marked 
effect on construction features such as size and type of equipment, 
difficulty of construction, season of construction, and time and power 
required. 

The ease with which terraces can be constructed will be directly 
affected by soil characteristics. On some soils terrace construction 
may even be impractical owing to the unstable nature of the soil or 
the presence of rock or hardpan near the surface. A very wet or 
dry condition of the soil vitallv affects terrace construction. Adverse 
soil conditions may greatly increase the cost of terrace construc- 
tion. The Soil Conservation Service found that the cost of building 
terraces in the lighter Coastal Plain soils of the Southeast, which were 
in good workable condition, was one-third to one-half the cost of con- 
structing similar terraces at the same time and with the same type of 
equipment in the nearby Piedmont soils of different inherent char- 
acteristics and in an unfavorable condition owing to prolonged 
drought. It has sometimes been found necessary to use supplemental 
machines, such as scarifiers, to loosen the soil before terracing ma- 
chines could be made to penetrate it. The highly abrasive action of 
some soils quickly wears down points, blades, and mouldboards, neces- 
sitating frequent replacements or repairs. Sticky, gumbo soils clog 
up terracing machines and lower their efficiency. All these factors 
affect the cost of constructing terraces, and this cost in turn will partly 
determine whether or not any particular area can be economically 
retained for cultivated crops if terracing is necessary. 

A soil combination that makes terrace construction difficult is a 
shallow silt or sandy loam surface soil over rock or hardpan. Asso- 
ciated with such soil combinations are low absorptive capacity and 
frequent high run-off rates. Untier such adverse combinations ter- 
race construction is often impractical. On a friable, fine sandy soil 
terracing may be unsatisfactory because of the rapidity with which 
impounded run-off will penetrate the terrace ridges and the ease with 
which the soil will slough away when saturated or when being culti- 
vated. Soils that are only moderately friable can often be terraced 
satisfactorily if wider terrace ridges are provided to compensate for 
the increased porosity and friability of the soil. 

Shallow surface soil in itself does not prohibit terrace construc- 
tion unless the subsoil is very difficult to penetrate. The undesir- 
ability of exposing subsoil in the terrace channel is sometimes over- 
emphasized. As a rule exposed subsoil gradually becomes productive 
and when mixed with topsoil, yields crops that are either back to 
normal or above normal in a few years' time. If the land has to be 
used for the production of farm crops, the temporary decrease in 
crop yields is usually small in comparison with the larger loss that 
would occur if the soil wastage were not checked. 

Knowledge of differences in erodibility and permeability of the 
various soil types tends to encourage, upon first thought, material 
changes in terrace specifications to compensate for such differences. 
A closer examination of the factors involved, however, indicates that 
any changes made must be held within close limits or the safety of 
the entire terrace system may be jeopardized. Even though there is 
wide variation between soils in susceptibility to erosion and in ab- 
sorptive capacity, the ultimate effect of these and other soil charac- 
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teristics on terrace design cannot be definitely evaluated until it is 
ascertained how these characteristics react to the Jntical s o ■ ms 
which produce the higher rates of run-off ""icai  storms, 

Variations in soil infiltration rates have a much more direct effect 
on the annual or average amounts of run-off than they do 01, iSes 
of run-off during rainstorms of hidi  intensities or of™  1 
duration.    Rainfall intensities are fitm mH^urodneoH î>, f y     ?g 

in excess of the infiltration rates oIV^X^TÎ^Ursot 
Storms of long duration usually produce a saturated o^partkllv Sat 
mated soil condition, which will materially reduce infiltration rates 
and thus contribute a relatively high rate ol run-off from a soil th-it 
under ordinary conditions would ge very pervious    Once rm  off ï 
U wTe'.r'116 0f ^--,1—able -¡Is aliTuy e    diile     ff 1S 

Since terraces must be built to withstand the unniual storms that 

arwÄä fesigi' perioá it.doe8 not ^TadSirS deviate troin standard terrace specifications on account of ordinarv 
variations in soil types. When a combination of f ,! able có fdf 
Ü0.1S is encountered some variation from standard «.^¡^01,™ 
be made without endangering the safety of the terrace system.       * 

TERRACING AND CULTURAL PRACTICES 

ni-LAOB EQU1FMKNT AND TEKKAÍ E I.KShi.N 

Jl™ feve,0Pment of terracing specifications, consideration must 
be given to necessary tillage-machinery operations.    If the terrace 

KVfl t00 C,0St0r theu terraCe slo^s to" steeP> «le , ro!^ oSa tien of tillage machinery becomes impractical. The minim m terrace 
spacing and sjde s opes that permit practical nuuhinerv per ui«'^' 
a terraced field will vary in different regions iH-rordin« to the size 
f machinery that .s customarily used for field work. In the SoutS 
astern States  where one- and two-mule equipment is used, lan-ower 

Atrdwfc8PaCÍ^iC,IB ^ l,•SC,, ^ i" (,,l> CentraT'anc West- ern S ates, where larger tillage equipment is ordinarily employed 
Major or costly adjustments in standard terrace demgns or gwcifi- 

at œls to aliow for ^^ ti()n ()t. .j,,        ]u.,u.Wu^ Znlu,tL 
justified léanse many of the initial difficulties encountS iuoltlT- 
^machinery on terraced land can be overcome or g,-eatlv dimi, shed 
by proper operation of the equipment.    The  oMraSot I le 
equipment on the contour or app/oximatelv  para'll^r to   he ten vcS 

Slv  í íeearS S011 rTement Yr™ ,e™s h,lt *]s" Sd« mate nauy m tenace maintenance and eliminates many of the difficulties 

[Position at which the various implements operate over the terraces 

A TUT COrttlÍi; 0f theSe dÍ,ffic^,tÍeS-   SaHsfactory iesidts can be 
S  fl instances merely by replacing obsolete or old-type, 
imrlhT  niach,nes

1
w,th   n^ver  and   more  flexible   implements 

'        njres n, n.achinery design to fadlkate operation on ter- 
SSabíe y       forthconung 'f «ich changes become definitely 

CHOPPING   PRA(TICKS   AND   TKKHA« K   MKSION 

^e development of terracing specifications at  the soil and water 
«   a      ]ulex,)-ei'1,nenl ■statlons hi's been largely in conjunction with 

tour cultivation and soil-improving rotations that include a high 
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percentage of clean-cultivated crops (corn and cotton). Outside the 
experiment stations the expansion of rotations to include winter cover 
crops and more small-grain or forage crops, which are generally con- 
sidered more resistant to erosion, and the practice of using strip 
cropping with terracing have introduced a temptation to disregard 
the terracing practice established at the stations and to deviate mate- 
rially from conventional terrace design. It is assumed that the 
changed cropping practices will reduce the run-off and erosion suffi- 
ciently to justify a large increase in terrace spacing or a reduction in 
channel capacity. This tendency to depart from standard specifica- 
tibns is greatest in areas where terracing is new and experience 
lacking. Departure from established practice under the most favor- 
able conditions and within certain limits may be justified because 
well-established, close-growing crops provide considerable protection 
against surface run-off. Experimentation and field observations indi- 
cate, however, that any such deviation from standard recommenda- 
tions must be held within comparatively narrow limits and made only 
after full consideration of its effect on erosion and run-off during 
storms that produce maximum rates of run-off. The more complete 
protection that is provided by permanent grass covers must not be 
confused with the partial protection that is provided when annual 
farm crops are grown either in rotations or alternated in strips across 
the slope. 

In order to determine what alteration a particular cropping prac- 
tice will permit in terrace-design specifications it is necessary to con- 
sider the protection it will afford during a complete rotation and 
rainfall cycle. The degree to which the crop protects the soil during 
adverse seasons and the stage of crop growth during seasons of in- 
tense rainfalls are of particular importance. A certain cropping 
system may materially reduce annual or average run-off and soil 
loss, but if comparable reductions cannot be assured during the rains 
of higher intensities, which are used as a basis in establishing terrace 
specifications, it would be unsafe to make material changes in the 
terrace design to allow for this reduction. During certain periods 
practically all farm crops tend to lose their effectiveness in erosion 
control. These critical periods occur when the crop is dormant in 
the fall, spring, or winter; when the seedbed is being prepared or 
the new crop is being planted; when the crop is young and has but 
slight development of root and stalk; when the plants are seriously 
injured by frost, drought, insects, and disease : when the plant growth 
is arrested by harvest or maturity; and when the ground is frozen 
or saturated. Another factor that should not be overlooked is the 
probability that the rotations or cropping practices depended on to 
protect the soil may not be maintained, particularly during periods 
of crop shortages and surpluses or during high and low price cycles. 

Run-off data from the soil and water conservation experiment sta- 
tions indicate that fields with clean-cultivated crops experience mod- 
erately high run-off rates more frequently than do fields with close- 
growing crops and that the average annual soil loss from the former 
is usually much higher than from the latter. A study of these rec- 
ords, however, indicates that rates of run-off from close-growing 
crops are not of like degree during all storms that produce the higher 
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rates of run-ofF.    If these storms occur at a critical crop period the 
rate oí run-oíf and soil movcnient mav be oœnparatively hieh 

The primary purpose of using goocf cropping practices oitemwed 
land is to improve the soil fertility, reduce the annual soil movements 
between terraces, and minimize terrace maintenance rathe, than to 
permit major adjustments m terrace specifications. 

TERRACE  SPECIFICATIONS 

The previous discussion of slopes, rainfall and run-off rates soil 
characteristics, vegetal cover, tillage, and cropping practices as 
related to terrace cíesign gives some appreciation oí the many factors 
mvolved in estabhshmg terracing specifications and the relative im- 
portanee of each for any particular area. It has not been found prac- 
tical to assign definite values to each of these variables and to treat 
each as a separate item in determining final terrace specifications. 
For such a procedure the problem is too complex and the variables too 
mdefimte. Standard specifications can be established by S a et ud 
field and experimental data on terracing in a certain a4i as a guide 
for terrace des.gn in similar areas. Some deviation from standard 
pecifications may be made to provide for the exceptional areas where 

favorable or unfavorable conditions may arise that have not definitely 
been provided for in the standard specifications. In establishing 
standard specifications every effort has been mad., to provide a ter 
racing system that will give the most satisfactory erosion control and 
adequate surface drainage as well as offer a minimum of obstructions 
to efficient tillage operations. 

LIMITING LAND  SLOPES 

On slopes above 10 to 12 percent, it is difficult to build and main- 
tain terraces that have adequate capacity and can be fanned with 
modern machinery. These steeper slopes are ordinarily not recom- 
mended for production of the more common cultivated" crops except 
m areas where conditions require it. In the majority of agricultural 
areas the drainage-type terrace is applicable to the dopes that, under 
a good land-use program, are generally considered suitable for the 
production of cultivated crops. 

The upper limit of land slopes on which the absorptive-type terrace 
can be used most effectively for water conservation is, in general, 
about 3 percent. Where this terrace is used on lands having ereator 
Slopes the actual area ponded is too small to conserve much moisture 
unless the terrace ridge is built unreasonably high. If it is imprac- 
tical to secure the desired storage capacity, a modified form of the 
aDsorptive-type terrace,  providing for some drainage, may be used 
mPeS •Up. t0 10 or 12 Pe^ceI1,• 
Where it is necessary to use slopes above 12 percent for orchards 

ana the production of farm crops the bench-type terrace may bo 
applied, if terracing is required. This type of terrace may be adapted 
to 25-to 30-percent slopes. ^ I 

SPACINGS 

In the Northern States, where the ground is not subject to erosion 
(luring the several months of the year when it is frozen and where 
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crop rotations usually include few row crops and more of the erosion- 
resistant forage or small-grain crops, terrace intervals may be slightly 
greater than is permissible in the Southern States. The rainfall 
intensities also are generally lower in the Northern States. It is ap- 
parent, therefore, that terrace-spacing recommendations for the 
Northern States should differ from those for the Southern States. 

As a result of field observations and terrace-spacing studies on 
the soil and water conservation experiment stations 5 C. E. Ramser 
established some general terrace-spacing recommendations for the 
Southern and Northern States. The terrace spacings given in tabu- 
lated form in table 1 and in graphic form in figure 17 are based 
on these recommendations. The minimum and maximum values vary 
from the average by 15 percent. If exceptionally good cropping 
practices, erosion-resistant soil, and low rainfall intensities are char- 
acteristic of the area to be terraced, the terrace spacing might be 
increased as much as 15 percent with reasonable safety. But if the 
rotations include a relatively high percentage of row crops, if the 
soils are erodible, and if the rainfall intensities are high, terrace 
spacing should probably be decreased as much as 15 percent. With 
intermediate combinations of favorable or unfavorable factors, cor- 
responding intermediate increases or reductions should be made in 
the spacing. It will often be found that a favorable factor is offset 
by an unfavorable one, and in such instances any deviation from 
recommended average spacings cannot be justified. For example, 
the value of a good erosion-resistant rotation may be offset by a very 
erodible soil type or by high rainfall intensities so that the combined 
results are about the same as though all factors were average. 

Besides the recommended vertical interval between terraces on 
various slopes, table 1 gives the corresponding horizontal distance 
between terraces, the acreage of each terrace interval per mile or per 
100 feet of terrace, and the feet of terrace required per acre of land. 
This information enables the reader to estimate readily the number 
of acres of land that a given length of terrace will serve or the 
amount of terracing that will be necessary for a given acreage of 
land. For example, if land on a 5-percent slope is to be terraced in 
one of the Southern States where soil and rainfall conditions permit 
the use of the average (mean) spacings recommended, the table 
shows that the proper vertical interval between terraces is 3.25 feet. 
The corresponding horizontal spacing will be 65 feet: each mile of 
terrace will serve 7.88 acres, or each 100 feet of terrace will serve 
0.149 acre; and it will require 670.15 feet of terrace for each acre to 
be terraced. 

If adverse soil and rainfall conditions are encountered and it is 
deemed advisable to use the minimum spacings recommended, which 
are 15 percent less than the average, the vertical interval will be 2.76 
feet. The corresponding horizontal spacing will be 55.25 feet; each 
mile of terrace will serve 6.70 acres, or each 100 feet of terrace will 
serve 0.127 acre: and it will require 788.42 feet of terrace for each 
acre to be terraced.    This considers only the area above terraces. 

If favorable field conditions indicate that the maximum spacings 
recommended can be safely used the corresponding unit figures can be 

" At the time these studies were marte these stations were known as erosion experiment 
stations. 
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selected from the table. Values for intermediate conditions can be 
determined by interpolation. Similar information can be secured 
from the table for terracing on land slopes from 1 to 12 percent in 
the Northern and Southern States. 

Convenient thumb rules that give the approximate vertical interval 
recommended for average conditions in the Northern and Southern 
States have been developed. In the Southern States the approximate 
vertical interval in feet can be determined by dividing the slope bv 
4 and adding 2 to the resultant quotient, V / = 2 + ^/4. The vertical 
interval in feet recommended for Northern States can be determined 
by dividing the slope by 3 and adding 2 to the resultant quotient 
F 1=2+S/S. For example, the average vertical interval in feet 
recommended for terraces in the Northern States on a 6-percent slone 
is 6/3 + 2 = 2 + 2=4. 1 P 

Many terraces will be laid out by contractors, terrace surveyors 
engineers, or even farmers who often prefer to use a chart rather 
than a table for determining the required vertical interval, horizontal 
spacing, and mües of terracing for various slopes and acreages. For 
their convenience figure 17 has been prepared. It is essentially a 
graphic presentation of the information given in table 1. The chart 
can be used very easily when one understands what the different lines 
and scales represent. 

The 14 sloping straight lines on the chart represent land slopes. 
These lines intersect the heavy curved lines at points that give recom- 
mended spacings for terraces on slopes represented by the lines. The 
upper heavy line is for average field conditions in Northern States 
the lower for average field conditions in Southern States. Approxi- 
mately parallel to each of the heavy curved lines are two dotted lines 
that indicate the maximum and minimum spacings recommended. 
The line above the heavy curve represents the upper limit, and that 
below, the lower limit. The vertical scale on the left gives the vertical 
interval in feet, and the horizontal scales at the bottom give corre- 
sponding horizontal distance between terraces, acres per mile or per 
100 feet of terrace, and feet of terrace required per acre. 

To illustrate the use of the chart, suppose a 3-percent slope is to be 
terraced in the Northern States, and suppose the field conditions are 
about average. To find the spacing desired, follow the 3-percent 
slope line to the point where it intersects the heavy curved line for 
the Northern States. From this point trace a line to the vertical- 
interval scale on the left. The number on the scale at that point 
gives the vertical interval as 3 feet. To find the corresponding hori- 
zontal spacing and the miles or feet of terrace required per acre on 
the 3-percent slope, draw a perpendicular line downward from the 
point where the slope line intersects the heavy line. Readings at 
points where this line cuts the four scales at the bottom of the chart 
give a horizontal distance betvVeen terraces of approximately 100 feet. 
12.0 acres per mile or 0.2 acre per 100 feet of terrace, and 436 feet 
of terrace for each acre of land. 

If favorable field conditions justify the use of the maximum spac- 
ings recommended, tJie 3-percent slope line is followed to the point 
where it intersects the upper dotted line. The vertical interval for 
this point is about 3.5 feet, the horizontal distance is about 115 feet. 
the approximate acres pe^ mile or per 100 feet of terrace is 13.9 and 
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0.26 respectively, and about 379 feet of terrace will be required for 
each acre to be terraced. 

It is also possible to read from tbe chart specifications for points 
that he anywhere between the maximum and minimum lines If 
perpendicular lines are dropped from the points where the 3-percent 
hue intersects the maximum and minimum lines for Northern States 
these hues will intersect the horizontal scale of distances between 
terraces at about 115 and 85 respectively. This means that a varia- 
tion of as much as 30 feet is allowed to take care of the variation 
in soil and cropping conditions on 3-perceiit slopes. The person who 
plans the terrace system must judge whether field concfitions will 
allow spacings above or below the average and how much above or 
below He can then follow the 3-percent slope line down to that 
point between the maximum and minimum lines that he believes 
represents the conditions of the particular field that is being terraced 
and select the corresponding specifications from the proper scales' 

ihe chart could also be used readily to determine terrace spacings 
on slopes that he between those included in the table. Approximate 
readings for a 3i/?-percent slope, for example, can be easily made by 
following a slop line midway between the 3-percent and the 4-percent 
lines to the points where it intersects the curved lines. Such refine- 
ment, however, is usually not necessary in ordinary terracing work 

The spacings given in table 1 and shown graphically in figure 17 
are primarily for the drainage-type terrace. When the absorptive- 
type terrace is used, the spacings given for Northern States are gen- 
erally recommended. Since this type of terrace has not been used in 
experimental work as much as the graded or drainage-type terrace, 
spacing specifications have not been so completely developed for it as 
tor the latter. Practically the same spacings will generally apply 
for both types because any material increase in the terrace interval 
tor the evel terrace would ordinarily permit more erosion on the 
slopes between terraces and give less uniform water distribution. The 
ideal spacing for the absorptive-type terrace would seem to be that 
which would give the most uniform moisture distribution and mini- 
mum soil movement between terraces as well as the least interference 
with tillage practices and a low construction cost. The water-storage 
capacity of a level terrace with closed ends is an important and often a 
uniting factor in determining spacings. It should be sufficient to 

take care of the maximum run-off accumulation that can be expected 
from the contributing drainage area during the design period.    This 

Hlù\'chP^t aS hT aS i 0r 5 inches in the seniiarid regions and 7 or H inches m the more humid areas. 
iJ^J^l ""¿form slopes the average slope of the area can be used 
in computing the vertical interval for the terraces. If the slopes vary 
considerablv the weighted average of all the slopes that a terrace is t'o 
cross should be used in computing the vertical terrace interval for each 
terrace On some fields it might be advisable to reduce or increase 
the indicated interval slightly for certain terraces in the system in 
order to place them advantageously. It may also be necessary to make 
adjustin.M.ts between terrace intervals in order to get proper alinement 
of te races at he outlet ditch. In order to secure these features it is 
usually more desirable to decrease the spacings somewhat 
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GRADES 

Since experimental results show that both the rate of surface run-otf 
and the soil loss in run-otf increase with steeper terrace grades, the 
minimum grade that will provide satisfactory drainage is desirable 
for the drainage-type terrace. As a variable grade retards the rate 
of run-otf and provides drainage in a more satisfactory manner than 

SLU3¿üTtfna£¿tt.USe 1S generally Preferable f0r t™8 **** 
In determining tîie final grade, the total length of the terrace 

should be estimated and a variable grade established that increases 
toward the outlet by regular increments. The grade is commonlv 
changed every- 300 to 500 feet. Wherever convenient, it ^3 
desirable to break grades at critical points such as gullies fills or 
low spots. Maximum grades of over 4 inches per 100 feet of lenWh 
are seldom advisable since steeper channel grades usually alkiw 
excessive amounts of soil to be washed from the terrace channel 
A possible exception may be found in areas with heavy clay soiis 
or where relatively high rates of run-otf are encountered. Under 
el. ,er^ these conditions, a fall of as much as 5 inches per 100 feet 
of length for the last increment of a 1,600- or 1,800-foot terrace may 
be advisable A common grade arraiigement for areas of relativelV 
high raiiifall rates and ordinary soils is 0 to 400 feet, 1 inch per 100 
feet; 400 to 800 feet, 2 inches per 100 feet; 800 to 1,200 feet, 3 inches 
per 100 feet; and 1,200 to 1,600 feet. 4 inches per 100 feet! Where 
the rainfall is high and the soil is relatively sandy a grade arrange- 

om ? ? ^ ^/^ leVel; m to 800 feet' 1 indl Peí' WO feet; 800 to 
,200 feet 2 inches per 100 feet; 1,200 to 1,600 feet, 3 inches per 100 

ieet may be used. In areas of low rainfall and ordinary soils a 
grade arrangement of 0 to 500 feet, level; 500 to 1,000 feet 1 inch 
per 100 feet; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 2 inches per'100 feet may be ad'vLaEL 

the absorptive-type terrace is ordinarily built with a level grade 
Wherever some drainage is desired either one or both ends of the 
terrace can be left open or even a slight grade provided if necessary. 

LENGTHS 

In general 1,600 to 1.800 feet is the maximum distance that a 
terrace should dram water in one direction. When properly con- 
structed and maintained, i/2-niile terraces will often give satisfactory 
service. In order to eliminate the need for a second outlet ditch a 
lew terraces of this length may sometimes be used to advantage in 
a terrace system in which the slopes are relatively uniform On 
gullied land a length of 1,500 feet should seldom be exceeded. When 
a tew terraces in a system must exceed the maximum lengths rec- 
ommended they are handled most satisfactorily by draining the 
excess length to a convenient natural or vegetated outlet in the di- 
rection opposite to the outlet for the main part of the terrace. Or 
the entire terrace may be drained in one direction, if the channel 
cross section is increased toward the lower end to provide additional 
capacity. 

The maximum length of the absorptive-type terrace, particularly 
when the ends are left open or when a slight grade is used toward 
me outlet should not exceed that recommended for the drainage type. 
im would mean that a maximum total length of 3,200 to 3,600 feet 
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might be used for a level terrace if necessary. If closed ends are 
used, occasional blocking of the terrace channel provides a safety 
measure against excessive water concentration should breaks occur 
at any point, and if this practice is followed there appears to be no 
need for restrictions in permissible terrace lengths. 

CROSS SECTIONS 

The three main requirements of satisfactory terrace cross sections 
are: (1) Ample channel capacity; (2) channel and ridge side slopes 
flat enough to permit the operation of farm machinery along the 
terrace without undue breaking down of the terrace or hindrance 
to tillage operations; and (3) economical cost of terrace construction 

The customary cross sections for both the drainage- and absorn- 
tive-type terraces are shown in figure 9. The drainage-type terrace 
provides channel capacity primarily by means of a graded, excavated 
waterway; the absorptive-type obtains its capacity by means of a 
ridge that floods the excess rainfall over a wide area. The water 
depth of a settled terrace of either type should be from 15 to 22 
inches, and the minimum water cross-sectional area of the channel 
of the drainage-type terrace should seldom be less than 7 to 8 square 
teet. Larger cross-sectional water areas are usually necessary for 
the absorptive-type terrace. Long terraces should have a cross- 
sectional area greater than 7 to 8 square feet toward the lower end be- 
cause there will be a greater accumulation of water in the lower 
reaches of the terrace. 

The side slopes of the channel or ridge should seldom be steeper 
than 4:1, and 5:1 is preferable Steeper side slopes may be per- 
missible in the Southeastern States, where small equipment is gen- 
erally used, but the flatter side slopes are necessary where larger 
machinery is used. The total width of terraces may vary from 15 
o 40 feet, depending on the land slopes and-the type of machinery 

to be provided for. 

TERRACE STAKING,  REALINEMENT, AND  MARKING 

After the preliminary plan for the terrace and outlet system has 
been decided upon and the final terrace spacing and grades selected, 
the staking of the terrace system can be begun. The person doing 
the held staking must understand the use of a level and how to deter- 
mine grades elevations, slopes, and vertical intervals. He must also 
liave had sufficient experience in terrace construction to know how 
tar it is practical to deviate from the true grade lines in the final 
realinement of terrace stakes. 

PRELIMINARY  STAKING 

Random stakes should first be set to mark the location and approxi- 
mate width of the outlet ditch or ditches. The upper terrace is then 
staked, the drainage divide being used as a starting point from which 
to measure the vertical interval for the first terrace. An exception 
to this rule may be made if it is desired to have a definite location 
tor sijme particular terrace in the system. This terrace would then 
De located first, and a sufficient number of terraces staked between it 
and the drainage divide to insure that the maximum vertical interval 
tor any one terrace would not be exceeded, and any reduction neces- 
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sary in the spacing of terraces could be  divided  proportionate!v 

iled in S'' ' 1S Staked' ^ of the suc^ding terraces is 

In order to get proper alinement of terraces at the outlet ditch 
it will usually be fourni most conveuient to start staking at the outlet 
end of the terrace The selected terrace-channel grades can then be 
used to locate all other stakes from there to the other end of the ter- 
race. If the outlet d.tch has terraces emptying into it from one side 
only, there is no particular advantage in starting to stake a terrace 
from the outlet end. Stakes should be set at 50-foot intervals except 
on curves and through draws, where a 25-foot spacing should be used 
It is customary and usually most convenient to have the stakes indi- 
cate the location of the center line of the ultimate terrace ridce 
There is not, however, any objection to setting the stakes so that thev 
mdicate the center hue of the channel or a iHie midway between the 
ridge and channel if the field surveyor prefers to follow either of 
these practices. It is not always possible to secure the most satis- 
actory terrace lay-out in the first attempt. After a few lines have 

been staked, topographical features will sometimes be encountered 
that will favor changes in terrace lines. If such changes are exten- 
sive it is usually best to pull up all stakes set and start over airain 
hven experienced engineers cannot always select the most desirable 
starting point without first setting a few preliminary stakes and 
then making such readjustments as seem desirable. 

REALINEMENT OF TERRACE LINES 

After the terrace lines have been staked some realinement is usu- 
ally necessary on each proposed terrace in order to eliminate undesir- 
able sharp curves, to obtain greater ease of construction, and to 
secure a finished terrace that will offer a minimum of inconvenience 
m later tillage operations. 

The realinement needed will vary with the relief of the field but 
will usually consist of moving certain stakes up or down the slope 
where there are sharp curves in terrace lines until the most desirable 
terrace line is secured. The general procedure is illustrated in figure 
I», bood held judgment must be exercised in order to secure the 
most satisfactory realinement of terraces. 

The movement of terrace lines up and down slopes will of neces- 
sity be restricted by the drainage and construction features en- 
countered. Usually the straightening should be limited in upward 
movement so that not more than 6-inch additional cuts will be 
necessary m the terrace channel. An exception might be made when 
a wide, sweeping bow can be eliminated by a slightly deeper cut, 
provided the other terraces of the system will follow umformlv. The 
tra1?htening of terraces through depressions should not be such as 
«m introduce excessive ridge heights and pond areas. Usually the 
maximum ridge height should not exceed 3 feet. If a gully has 
lormed the settled height of the terrace ridge above the break or 
nu m the gully should seldom exceed 3 feet. 

MARKING  TERRACE LINES 

If a final check of the terrace and outlet locations shows that the 
enure lay-out will be satisfactory, the terrace lines should be marked 
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with a plow furrow since stakes are easily lost and more difficult 
to follow with the larger terracing equipment. 

If the farmer or landowner has not assisted with the staking it 
is desirable that he go over the proposed terrace lay-out in detail 
preferably plowing out the terrace lines himself so that he can fully 
visualize the complete lay-out. He should be informed of all the 
construction details necessary and particularly of any probable ad- 
ditional work such as fills across gullies or excavations in the outlet 
ditch. 

FIOUBE 18.—KeallniDg the terrace line by straightening sharp curves through depressions 
and over ridges facilitates both terrace construction and tillage operations. 

TERRACE CONSTRUCTION 

Within the last few years there has been considerable develop- 
ment in methods of terrace construction because the recent increase 
in terracing activities has directed attention to construction phases 
and to the improvement and development of terracing equipment. 
The first problem in terrace construction is that of securing the most 
suitable equipment and the second that of properly manipulating it. 
In finishing the terraces additional work is often required to fill low 
points on the ridge, bring high points in the channel down to grade, 
fill gullies, and connect the ends of terraces with outlets or complete 
them across  fence lines. 

EQUIPMENT 

Machines designed especially for terrace construction give the most 
satisfactory results, but other equipment such as road graders, ditch- 
ers, scrapers, plows, and drags may be used if regular terracing equip- 
ment cannot be secured (fig. 19). Small blade terracers, scrapers, 
V-drags, and plows, pulled by farm tractors, horses, or mules, have 
been used for the construction of a large part of the terraces in the 
United States today (fig. 20). Considerable time is required to con- 
struct terraces with this type of equipment, and there is therefore a 
tendency to stop before an adequate cross section has been secured. 

The most economical terracing can usually be done with the heavier 
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FKIURB  19.—Tenace  const ruction   with   the   ulow  and   V <1in>r 
work to develop satisfactory terra^rwU^thViy1^ ol^^lpinZt!'0"^1^ 

"reglfla^ír:^^?!0^ terLaT can
œ

be. constructed with small blade terra, 
qnate cross sections    provlde(i a sufficient number of rounds are made to develop ade- 
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tractors and specially designed terracing machines (fie 21^ Th« 
10-foot-blade terracer with the 40-50-horsepcnver crawler-type tractor 
seems to be meeting with the greatest favor at the present time Thl 
initial cost of this equipment is comparatively high, and it is imprac- 
tical for most farmers to make such an investment for their own ter 
racing It is therefore desirable to provide means whereby the indi" 
vidual landowner can take advantage of the more desirable terraces 
and economical construction costs resulting from the use of satisfao 
tory terracing machinery without the necessity of making such lanre 
initial investments An attempt is being made to accomplish this 
objective by several different methods, but few of these lave been 

FIOURE 21.. -Terracing with a 10-foot blade terraoer and crawler-typ,. tractor      This tyu« 
of equipment Is used extensively tor terrace construction ^ 

established for a period long enough to warrant definite recommenda- 
tions as to the most desirable procedure. 

In some States, counties are authorized to use county road equipment 
or to use county funds to purchase terracing equipment. Farmers 
usually pay the operating costs and, in some instances, small addi- 
tional amounts to cover any proportionate part of the equipment 
charges. Where State laws do not provide for this procedure, groups 
of local farmers organize associations, purchase machinery, and rent 
it out to farmers on a cost basis. Or one or more farmers may pur- 
chase a terracing outfit and after they complete their own terracing, 
contract to do their neighbors'. In some areas where the demand for 
terracing warrants it, private contractors are entering this field and 
seem to be doing the work very satisfactorily. 

Two new terracing machines operating on principles quite different 
trom the blade terracers have been developed recently—the rotary 
type (hg. 22) at the Iowa State College, and the modified elevating 
grader type (fig. 23), at the University of Missouri.    These machines 
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P,0ÜRE 22~The rotary-type ^^ro^'r^fe^x^"""-1 ^-^ ^'t 

■ums 23.    The elevating gradw-typ; terroçer developed by the Agricultural engineering 
Llepartmeut of the University oí Missouri. 
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appear to be effective for certain conditions because of tbeir rela- 
tively low power requirements and high capacity for terrace con- 
struction. They have an advantage in the comparatively low invest- 
ment required for terracer and power unit, in low operating cost 
and in the ease with which they can be transported to scattered work' 
but they are not reversible, nor have they been extensively tested 
under all conditions, 

CONSTRUCTION  PROCEDURE 

In terracing a field the uppermost terrace should be constructed 
first, and after it, in turn, each succeeding terrace down the slope. 
If the lower terraces are constructed first they are likely to be badly 
damaged should a rain occur before the upper ones are completed. 
The top terrace should not only be constructed first, but it should also 
be especially well constructed because the safety of the lower terraces 
is dependent upon it. If the top terrace fails, the other terraces down 
the slope are very likely to fail, owing to the overload they will 
receive. The delayed terracing method (extending the construction 
of all terraces in a field over a period oï several years), which has 
been advocated in some areas in order to initiate terracing over a 
larger area without increasing the expenditure of time and funds, is 
a dangerous procedure and cannot be generally recommended. Usu- 
ally the few rounds made on each terrace the first 1 or 2 years do not 
provide sufficient capacity to withstand run-off, and much overtop- 
ping and damage to the field results. Terraces are sometimes not 
completed to sufficient size, and they remain a source of trouble there- 
after. It is desirable to complete the construction of terraces in as 
short a time as possible, but when the work must be distributed 
over a period of years the practice of constructing a few of the upper 
terraces the first year and building additional terraces each succeed- 
ing year is to be preferred to the practice of starting all the ter- 
races at one time and doing only a little work on each terrace every 
year until all are completed. 

The practice of doing only the main excavating and earth moving 
with the terracing equipment reduces initial construction costs and, 
if necessary, can be recommended provided the terraces are watched 
careiully during the first year or two. Sufficient work should be done 
with the terracing equipment, however, to obtain minimum channel 
requirements for the area. Later, if the field is properly plowed and 
disked, these operations will smooth down the terrace slopes and 
enlarge the channel so as to provide the recommended factor of 
safety. 

It requires oonsidecuhh espçdewe \\\\d peïïfexwàftte to dftVft5op 
proficiency in terrace construction. The, following are a few of the 
inora important prili^/pJes to he ohserved in the operation of terracing 
equipment : 

1. Unless neoessnry, never remove soil from areas that later will require 
filliug. 

2. Move the soil as few times as possible. 
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3. It is generally easier to move soil down the slope 

6. Move as much earth each trip as the power will permit 
7  Regúlate the blade so that uniform cuts will be secured     This is nartic 

ularly important on curves. WWUíKU.    xnis is partie- 

8. Do not disturb the topsoil from a wider area than is net-essarv 

WcrtrùArposlle'  SeCUre  the  ******  te™   ^  «s  early 

iy'^H^^r ^^0,1S adJ,,St the ""^ üf "- «^ « that satis- 

In building terraces all the earth may be moved from the upper 
S.de or a part from each side. Heretofore the practice of moviniThe 
earth from both s.des was common, but the trend now is ward 
constructing more and more of the terrace from the upper iide 
This 1S part.cularly true of the drainage-type terrace, whïh s used 
where a definite channel above the terrace is desired (figs. ¿^ and 
25). In areas^where a comparatively narrow drainaire-tvpe terras 
.s suitable, it has been founcl most economical to co.^nmídl of S 
terrace from the upper side. In other areas, particularly on the 
slopes above 3 or 4 percent, only a small portion of the terrace is 
constructed from the lower side. This construction necessities re 

o'Sned yPe machmeS lf the most ^^ "se of equipment is to be 

In areas where water conservation is desired and the absorptive- 
ype terrace is used, construction from both sides is advisable because 

this type of construction gives a wide, high ridge with a minimum 
depression above or below the terrace ami is suhed to the relative v 
«at slopes in these areas (fig. 26). When some construction is done 
rom the lower side of a terrace, care should be exercised not to leave 

a distinct channel below the terrace ridge in which run-off may accu- 
mulate and possibly break over at low points. Such concentration 
usually leads to undesirable washing between terraces. 

When it is necessary to construct terraces witli horse-'or mule-drawn 
equipment, the small blade terracers. the wooden V-dra«   the plow 
or the scraper can be used.   It has often been found desirable to use 
he plow in combination with one of the other implements for most 
at «factory resulte.   The terrace is usually started by backfurrowiu« 
0 the terrace ridge for several rounds with the plow, and then suffi- 

cient trips are made with the small blade terracer or the V-dra<r to 
complete the terrace section.    In some soils it is necessary to plow 
anead of the small terracers each trip in order to obtain sufficient 
penetration to throw up earth enough to form H tenace.    When the 
3TMD0 or slip scrapers are used, the team is  usually driven  in a 
mmiar path over the terrace, the scraper being filled above and below 

me terrace and dumped along the ridge as it crosses each time.   When 
Miiall equipment is used, farmers should be prepared to spend con- 
Muerabie time in constructing their terraces in order that they may 
(fi    27Í        t0 a CrOSS section of sufficient size before being put"to use 
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Original Ground Line 8-Percenf Slope 
Stake Line'•"'i Grade Line 

Cross èeclion ajter Settlement and Cultivation 

O      I       2 

Scale  in Feet 

F wifh a24iwortK¿rad,eVetefreal¿erln SSTSSHS«, a   2^?««^« ter""* »»  «he Southeast uia<ie lei racer.    The terrace is constructed from the upper side oii^. 
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Stoke Line 

Originol Ground Line 6-Percent Slope 

Round (D 

« lâ-footrhf^ tlî Ste"s '" '••OMStruc'i"g » (liainagc-type terrace In the Midwest with 
iu toot blade terracer.     The terrace Is coustructed from the upper side only. 
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Original Ground Line 3-Percent Slope „ 
Stake Line 

Cross Section after Settlement and Cultivation ''//' 

Scale in Feef 

FlpyaTn8 wirt^^fÄlalfteriäcer^ihfipfr/11 .ab80rP"ve-type tcr.aee in the Great 
inexperienced operators an.lnnJ^rfJio^f ♦ce ls ™nstructed from both sides. With 
necessary centeTh^ht dS?agTheTr

tÄinfew0lr1ou^s.S  "  "^  be  de8Írable  t0  SeCUre the 

SUPPLEMENTAL WORK 

Where terraces cross gullies or even slight depressions it is neces- 
sary to do some extra fill work in order to maintain the proper terrace 
location and ridge elevation. A slip scraper, fresno, or rotary scraper 
is usually used for this work (fig. 28).   Failure to build fills properly 
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F.ouRE 27.-Partly eonsfuetea ^ff^t^^U m.ns. w-e.-e .opes are ..e.at.ve,. 

^GURE 28.—Making use of a slip scraper and team to All low places in a terrace ridge. 
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is a common cause of trouble in terracing. Where an anorPciflWo 
gully has developed the fill should be made somewíaUn tiKS£ 
required for earth dams It must be well compacted and imperv o )s 
A substantial bond should be provided between the fill and the gu y 
sides. The fill must be made high and wide enough to prevent over 
topping or wash-outs Usually the height of the terrace at poinîs 
where BlIs are made should be increased 15 to 20 percent to compe," 
sate for the extra settlement that will occur in the filled portion 

If terraces are to be continued from one field to another, it will be 
necessary to build the intervening section by hand if a hedge or fence 
hat cannot be removed  prevents construction of this part of the 
errace with the regular terracing equipment.    It also is frequently 

necessary to do some hand work on terraces where outlet ditcl e   oî 
field   fences  prevent  the   regular  equipment   from   going  the   ful 

nleSdtn f ST   erraCt    ^ ^ ïm^^ that all suchparfs he\Z 

cînt'to^lse iíaS!i;e
aPaClty aS 0ne Weak PlaCe Ín a t™ ÍS -ffi- 

A terrace cannot be considered complete until it has been carefully 
checked for correct grade and  height.    To assure  proper channel 
capacity and the flow of water in the direction desired, low places", 
co^fd W hl^sPots."' the terrace channel should be mafked aid 
corrected before the equipment leaves the field.    On the level terrace 
The Wl y T'Trj t0 ^termi»e only the low points in the ridge 
Sen ¿ i rd r0d are USef m,chec^g, and sufficient readings are 
taken to determine accurately where corrections are necessary.   Eleva- 
tions and grades should be checked very carefully around bends and 
across gulies and at terrace outlets.   A common fault in terrace con 
struction is to provide too much grade near the terrlce outlet    If 
itTaen ,Za.lùVO? 'i reqUÍre(! OVer-V' WPrecizhh length of the terrace, 
;-ií^pupmenrl0ne ^ ^^^ *» *Sg the regular ter' 

COSTS 

find two ?oL?..eS a5eCt Sf ^ 0f ter™<% that it is difficult to 
The nnJt f ?St e^Stly the Sanu' P** li,iear foot of terrace, 
soil • the e3 /^ Van^ eS are the llature and condition of the 
fie d^ vejp/if terrace; the topography, size, and condition of the 
S'ofSl ; kind.0f e<ll"Pnient used; and the experience and 
work wl . I'6 0perat,0r and the v^or with which h« pushes the 
or mn^ÍK ^ aVy, soúA f™ moVe d[&mh ^ ^race than sandy 
rí.? mîrp np,y í S?í- ii^r c«Ilditious being equal, short terraces 
S rn^re fren^ / .0f 1?ngth fT long tenaces, owing to the time lost 
¡nt^Zl^JSL        në-    AÍiery coveriníí of ]on| grass or weeds 

rf%t*P^ZTSS 0f the COnStrUCtÍOn WOrk' aS d0 gUllÍeS' 
fJ^t ^TCe 'm COu 0f identical terraces constructed by two dif- 
ÍÚP I ^ t-f. m^:i

be aS much as 50 Pe^-eut because of the differ- 
SXwï • nVhA 0Per»to^ Farmers ordinarily do not have 
ÍhP onplífon T.g t0 d0 0n their ow" farnis to become proficient in 
1 ffiXnt Si tl rra.Cinf eiïulPmei?t1 

and until an operator develops 
rnpnÄp ¿- +• e COSt o* construction will always be high. This is 
IZtJJlZ! TSOnS ^hy county terracing associations or terracing 
ZrP.¿f. .V >y,ng|k,lled ope^tors can usually build terraces 
more cheaply than can farmers who operate their own equipment. 
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When soil conditions are favorable, slopes uniform, and efficient 
tmmag equipment available it is often considered that the cost of 
terracing a fidd is about the same per acre as the cost of plowing that 
same held. \\ hen conditions are unfavorable (heavy soil, frequent 
rocks, stumps or giilhes, and irregular topography); terracing'may 
run as ugh as $10 or more per acre. It is to be noted that the terrac- 
ms costs mentioned here do not include the cost of outlets, but cover 
only the actual cost of constructing the terraces 

Since there are so many variables affecting Vhe cost of terrace con- 
strnction it is very difficult to compare costs from different areas. 
Table 2 gives terracing costs at a number of the Soil Conservation 
Service demonstration projects. Costs on performance of diiïerent 
types of terracing equipment after as many of the variables as pos- 
sible have been ehminated are given for individual States and groups 
oí States. The equipment rates were determined by usinff the aver- 
age costs submitted V the projects for the various types of equip- 
ment. An operator's average wage of 37 cents per hour was used, 
and only the time and cost actually necessary to construct the ter 
race were included. No lost time, supplemental fill work or outlet 
work was considered. The costs shown for these States indicate the 
cost of terracing with equipment that is representative within the 
several States. Ihe table also shows the terracing cost in four re- 
gions of the Soil Conservation Service. The types of equipment used 
were somewhat similar to the types used in the States? These costs 
include the actual rates submitted from the field, lost time and re- 
pairs. Staking, supervision, fill work, outlet work, and overhead are 
not included. 

TABLE 2.-~Average cost of  tetrace  eontruetion  on   Soil  Cmêervattm  Service 
(IcinoiiKtrntiov  profeets ' 

State or region > 

Illinois, Iowa, M issouri 
Iowa, Missouri  

N'orth Carolina, Illinois 
Oklahoma 

Do ..;"  
Alabama, South Caro- 

lina, Virpinia, Louisi- 
ana, Missouri, Oklv 
noma. 

Georgia  
Oklahoma 
Texas..   ' "  
Region 2.... 
Reeion t 
Regions.. 
Region 7. 

Power 
of trac- 

tor 

Plow 
Ï-4 
3-4 

UoTse- 
power 
20-25 
3S-40 

40 
35-(0 

56 
50 
50 
40 

40-50 
30-40 
40-50 

Terractr 

Rotary...  
Elevator grader. 

2-wheel, 8-foot blade... 
4-wheel, 9-foot blade... 
4-wheel, 10-toot blade.. 
2-wheel, 10-foot blade.. 

 do  
4-wheel, 10-foot blade.. 
4-wheel, 12-foot blade 
10-foot blade 
10-to 12-foot blade.. 
8- to 10-foot blade 
10- to 12-foot blade... 

i S í. outlets '' not included, 
i ¿. . !'tates that compose these 
"liner costs are in part due to 

Aver 
ajte 

sloiie 

cent 
3-8 
5-7 

> 7 
3 
3 

l « 

2 
a « 
a i 
t  H 
a t 

Terraces 
con- 

structed 

M il en 
19.2 
5.7 

24.7 
60.3 
32.3 

378.8 

102.3 
23.8 
8«.0 

5.017.0 
1, 059. 2 

230.5 
1.212.0 

Earth 
per 

1,113 
2,351 
2.119 
1,417 

1,020 
2,599 
l,9BI 
1,331 
2,599 
2.138 
2. 352 

Time 
worked 

Cubic 
vardt llourt 
1. 984 615. 8 
2, 000 168. 0 

702.0 
1, 172. 0 
533.0 

6, 186. 0 

1,352.0 
454.0 

1.380.0 
77,741.0 
25, 247. 0 
8, 498. 0 

29. 320. 0 

Total 
cost 
per 

mile 

hollars 
32.06 
29.02 

38.08 
31.04 
36.49 
24. 33 

21.65 
35.14 
33. 00 
22.39 
38. 19 

' 54. 04 
33.86 

Cost 
per 

cubic 
yard 

Dol- 
lars 
0.016 
.015 

.034 

.013 

.013 

.017 

.021 

.014 

.017 
.017 
.015 
.026 
.014 

retiions are indicated in fl«. 1. 
the newness of the work and to inexperienced operators. 
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The following figures give costs of terrace construction with small- 
blade equipment and animal power. The rates used are arbitrary 
and are applied for purposes of comparison only. That these ter- 
races have small cross sections is evidenced by the low earth yardage 
per mile of terrace. It will be necessary to rework many of the 
terraces, particularly those reported from South Carolina and Geor- 
gia, in order to obtain the necessary cross-sectional area. 
State: South Carolina.    (Average slope 6 percent; data from one-half 

mile terrace construction.) 
Equipment : Six mules on 8-foot blade terracer ; three mules on terracing 

plow ; and two mules on turn plow. 
Total mule cost per mile of terrace, 105 hours at 15 cents per hour $15 75 
Total equipment cost per mile of terrace, 33 hours at 2 cents per hour_I_      '  66 
Total labor cost per mile of terrace, 49 hours at 30 cents per hour     14.' 70 

Total cost per mile of terrace     3! -jj 

Cubic yards fill per mile of terrace  6^0 
Total cost per cubic yard of fill ~_ " $) QSO 

State : Georgia.    (Average slope 4 percent ; data from 1.19 miles terrace 
construction. ) 

Equipment: Four mules on 8-foot blade terracer and terracing plow. 
Total mule cost per mile of terrace, 112.4 hours at 15 cents per hour $16 8ti 
Total equipment cost per mile of terrace, 28.1. hours at 2 cents per hour__ 56 
Total labor cost per mile of terrace, 56.3 hours at 30 cents per hour     16. 89 

Total cost per mile of terrace       34. 31 

Cubic yards fill per mile of terrace  465 
Total cost per cubic yard of fill ~ZZ_„I $0. 074 

State: Texas.    (Average slope 3 percent; data from 1 mile terrace con- 
struction. ) 

Equipment : Six oxen on terrace grader. 
Total oxen cost per mile of terrace, 660 hours at 5 cents per hour       $33. 00 
Total equipment cost per mile of terrace, 110 hours at 3 cents per hour.-     3 30 
Total labor cost per mile of terrace, 110 hours at 30 cents per hour     33. 00 

Total cost per mile of terrace     69.30 

Cubic yards fill  per mile  of terrace   (estimate)     1,466 
Total cost per cubic yard of fill $o! 047 

FARMING TERRACED  LAND 

The construction of a well-designed system of terraces does not 
in itself stop erosion. Construction is only the initial stage, and the 
success of the terraces depends on whether they are properly main- 
tained and farmed after construction. Too often erosion-control 
efforts cease with the construction of the terraces, and the expendi- 
ture for construction is wasted because of subsequent faulty cropping 
and tillage practices. A surprisingly large percentage of the terraces 
that have been in use for 5 years or more are no longer effective 
because the continued practice of one-crop farming and tillage up 
and down the slopes have reduced the capacity of the terrace chan- 
nels to such an extent that frequent overtopping has resulted. Such 
terraces have aggravated rather than alleviated erosion. This is 
true of both the old terracing areas, in the South, and the newer 
ones, in the Central States. 
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Terraces must be supported by adequate tillage and croppiu« 
practices m order to maintain them, to minimize erosion between 
them, and to improve the soil. 

One of the most desirable tillage practices for terraced land is 
contour fanning—the plowing and planting of crops parallel to the 
terraces. Tins produces a series of miniature depressions and ridges 
between terraces, and these aid in moisture conservation and erosion 
control. Operating tillage equipment parallel to the terraces par- 
ticularly equipment that penetrates the soil, also results in minimum 
damage to the terrace ridge and channel (fig. 29). By plowing par- 
allel to the terrace and regulating the location of dead furrows and 
backfurrows, terraces can be maintained and their cross sections 
changed so as to provide the most desirable slopes for any particular 

FIGUBE 20.—Cimtour plowing the interval between  terraces aids  in  moisture eouseivatlon 
and erosion control and facilitates proper terrace maintenance. 

field (figs. 30 and 31). The method of locating dead furrows and 
backfurrows to enlarge or maintain the channel of the drainage-type 
terrace and the ridge of the absorptive-type terrace is illustrated in 
figure 32. The location of the other backfurrows and dead furrows 
may be varied from year to year according to the surface condition of 
the field and the most convenient manner of finishing irregular strips 
or short rows. It is desirable to turn uphill as many of the furrows 
between terraces as possible. 

The irregularity of surface slopes and the differences in terrace 
sections and types of equipment used make it difficult to establish 
(lehnite rules for plowing terraced land so as to maintain the terraces 
properly and adjust surface slopes. Considerable ingenuity must be 
exercised by the plowman since the starting and finishing points will 

field but from year to year on the same 
mind the most desirable terrace cross section 

vary not only from field to 
field.   He must keep in mim 
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Fu^B 30.-A terrace ridge can ^^^.n^^e slopes reüueed by baekfurrow- 

FlNote hlw tïp0Thannaeldir8
aibpiî?1ï

tÎP^t^rracii in,0i;<1" to maintain proper cross  section. 
the lower sIop¿ 8 Plowe<i out and how the terrace hks been blended info 
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and the principle of maintaining and developing the channel bv 
p owing it out, of maintaining the ridge by baifuTrowing tóTt and 
of varying the other dead furrows and backfurrows over ?he fidd 
soas to develop the most desirable surface slopes between terraces 

The two-way plow is not commonly used for plowing unterraced 
fields, but it appears to have some distinct advantages for plowing 

■aTcinTo Pnln,i.?, L^"^68 ^y P'0"1?/: A. The channel of the dralnaKo-type ter- 
upillf as n«ss h LK? X? Th

miî ' 0Qt,- «Ptween channels turn as many of the furrows 
tlieahswit w.t^,, to, ' the ""t"™1 8olJ movement down the slope. /?, The ridge of 
àeL Äw thí d h„ra.Ce ^ i"6 enlarse'i by backfurrowing to it. The location o? the 
one poïnt * Varied irom year t0 year to avoid excessive depression at any 

terraced fields. It will eliminate the necessitv of backfurrows or 
leaü turrows in undesirable locations. A further advantage is that 
"ie turrows between terraces can be turned up the slope. This will 
give the s01] an Upward movement that will partly offset the natural 
uownhill movement caused by erosion and tillage. This type of plow 
nas been used in plowing terraced land on several of the experimental 
arms of the Soil Conservation Service and has shown good results. 
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Good terrace sections can usually be maintained with little or H* 
additional maintenance work if contour tillage and proper method 
of plowing are practiced. Under exceptional conditions where it 
may not be possible to maintain proper cross sections by the reo-nW 
plowing operations, it will be necessary to use the blade or scraper on 
the terraces at regular intervals. The lighter terracing machines or 
home-made V-shaped drags with ordinary farm power units can 
ordinarily be used satisfactorily. 

In some areas strip cropping is combined with terracing to control 
erosion more completely   (fig. 33).    There are several methods o 
arranging  he alternate strips of close-growing and row crops on a 
terraced field     The type of rotations, the crop!, and the propordSns 
of each crop to be produced will determine in part the arra,Umen 

PIOOM  M—S«» «^* ««Ww>d Witt  terractag.    Adjacent strips are centered on 
consecutive terraces.    The arrows indicate terrace locations. 

and width of strips. In combining the two control measures (1) use 
strips as nearly uniform in width as possible in order that rotation 
oí crops may be practiced, (2) have at least one boundary line of 
each strip fall between adjacent terraces so that a portion of each 
terrace interval will be protected by a close-growing crop, (3) elimi- 
nate point rows insofar as possible by absorbing irregular areas in 
strips of close-growing crops, and (4) use the minimum number of 
strips that will provide effective erosion control in order that the 
necessary tillage operations may not become unduly complicated or 
burdensome. * 

A combination of strip cropping and terracing that provides for 
close-growing crops on alternate terrace intervals and for row crops 
on the intervening one merely complicates the tillage and harvesting 
operations  and does not provide  any  better erosion control than 
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would be effected by terracing and by rotating the same crops in the 
usual method. The most effective methods of combining terracing 
and strip cropping are illustrated in figure 34. to 

ÍrX--L^BA?IC.''0P~¿^^Jerroc^ - 
rvr-T—^—» 

'Op^-Jgrroçe *' iT»»- 

***± _y_ — — —JÍ- * —"t- j» *i    w % >» *■ ^ «- 

ír^.Ro^"Crop~ 

Erosion-Resistant Strip on Alternote Terraces 

í¿^Í>^CIose-Growinq Crop   ¿^CTÍdíC"^^ 

'*5ii^ir:Row Crop ^C-X* "* . »» V^T 

r«rT' Close-Growing Crop^T^ÍCÍ 
1   * ')* "^ "^      ^        W>        ^       ^      «</   "*    ^ 

', 'wClose-Growing Crop» ,*'   •IT»"»"» '-   g 8 ■■ ■.."■• ■^.„:::r... ^ j!» » *• v» w,. 

ri--^i.-— — ~^^^r^eüaEe "* •» 

" V*   M*    My     ^ «,    w.   u*     ,fc «f 

ÎTjSliRQw CropPc^S'SCc.f'-"* ' 

' -"rf ^Iciose-GrowTrio Crop V"*"^ «?'-;^cr^ 

Erosion-Resistant Strip Directly Below or Above Each Terrace 

■¡i. • 

"c^^r^^^RowTCrop^^XTg^ — --E- 

* _*,*... Close-Growinn r.rnriir"Mr--r„—— —-r T.r 

«.   »u^Ciose-Growing Crop^~Siü»Äj" »'1r--
;: 

•V jHir^^Ro.w.Çrop-~~ 5 ^ "'¿Vv^í 

Erosion-Resistant Strip Between or On Consecutive Terraces 

PIOURE 34.—Three suggested methods of combining strip cropping and terracing. 

When a field is in contoured row crops it is impossible to avoid 
or point rows unless the land slope happens to be very uniform. short 

se point rows may be arranged in many different ways, and the 
^rangement selected depends largely on the preference of the land 
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operator. His choice may be influenced by such factors as past prac- 
tice or the type of tillafre equipment he uses. Figure 35 indicates 
three of the more common row arrangements, showing point rows in 

Point Rows Between Terraces 

FKíURB 35.—Three siigtcested Hnaiigeinents of point IOWN in relation to terrace«. 

the terrace channel, at the base of the terrace ridge, and between 
terraces. 

Many combinations of these armngements are possible.    The rela- 
tive merits of each will depend largely upon local conditions and ind'-     ! 
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vidual choice. A combination that appears to have some merit is to 
run the lon^ rows parallel alonp alternate terraces and allow the short 
or point rows to terminate along the intervening terrace. Bv this 
method only every other terrace will receive point rows and these 
will terminate both 111 the channel and against the ridge. It is con- 
tended by some that terminating point rows on the terraces is con- 
ducive to erosion because these rows are slightly off the contour and 
they also tend to concentrate the turning of cultivating machinerv on 
the terraces . This objection can be offset to some extent bv alwavs 
using parallel rows on the area occupied by the terrace and bv emliiur 
the point rows just above or below this area. The third arrangement 
suggested in figure 35 throws point rows between terraces and more 
nearly equalizes the digression of the point rows from the contour 

/ J^^l^servftion Service demonstration project at Meridian 
M1S.s has developed a row arrangement (fig. 36) that reduces even 
more the variation of the point rows from the true contour One or 
more master rows are equally spaced between terraces, and the point 

PlOB 
rows mo^rA„rJ«ari'?in,ÍV1 "M,"" "'T "'"»«■n, "'«ster rows on terraood land places all the 
ThL i» ,0 mn.lL,0,; t,he l;0.1t0".r ,1'an <,",'s «"y of the mPlhods shown in figure 35. lais is the moat Intricate of the four suggested arrangements. 

rows are allowed to fall between the master rows or between the 
master row and the terrace, according to the row arrangement used. 
this arrangement of rows requires more field work than anv other 
discussed in this bulletin. 

It should again be emphasized that terraces require frequent inspec- 
tion, particularly during the first year after construction, when the 
ndges and fills are settling. During this period they should be 
inspected after each heavy rain. If breaks in the terrace are dis- 
covered they should be repaired as soon as possible- If the run-off 
nas concentrated between terraces and washed silt barriers into the 
channel these should be removed so that the channel will be clear 

ti! J?eXt Ia"1' This work can ,,sually be done most conveniently 
with a shovel at the time of inspection. Ordinarily the most careful 
inspection is required where the terrace crosses gullies, where bends 
occur, and at the outlet end. 
, öome farmers object to terracing because they believe that it will 
imertere with their regular farming operations. At the same time 
they usually fail to appreciate the fact that the gullies that are gradu- 

ty developing on their farms will eventually cause more serious in- 
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FKÍeHy con^rurt%Tn<dliiTTL,tr,.b?na.atiaf.actorily.ot,
J
erated over terraces If they are prop- wi» consrruetea and if contour tillage Is praetirpd, as shown in the three pictures. 
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terference with their farminir operations than terracing possibly 
could and that the continual loss of topsoil will eventually make their 
entire farming operations futile. Farming terraced land is not 
unduly difficult if the farmer is willing to give up straight rows 
and try contour farming (fig. 37). Although contour farmuW intro- 
duces minor inconveniences it is usually found that the advahta-es 
far outweigh the disadvantages. Farmers have found that even the 
turning of equipment necessitated by short rows is not nearlv as 
difiicult as was anticipated. After the operator becomes accustomed 
to pojnt rows he can carry on his regular farming operations with 
very little damage to crops. It has also been found much easier to 
operate machinery on the contour than up and down hill 

Much more satisfactory results from terracing will" be secured 
i farmers will adopt with regard to their terraces a policy similar to 
tha followed by State highway departments with regard to their 
highways. Both highways and terraces must have good design and 
construction features and should be used and maintained according 
to recommended practices. With proper use and care terraces will 
ordinarily function for many years. 
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